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Epidemiologists rely on human interaction networks for determining states and 

dynamics of disease propagations in populations. However, such networks are empirical 

snapshots of the past. It will greatly benefit if human interaction networks are 

statistically predicted and dynamically created while an epidemic is in progress. We 

develop an application framework for the generation of human interaction networks and 

running epidemiological processes utilizing research on human mobility patterns and 

agent-based modeling. The interaction networks are dynamically constructed by 

incorporating different types of Random Walks and human rules of engagements. We 

explore the characteristics of the created network and compare them with the known 

theoretical and empirical graphs. The dependencies of epidemic dynamics and their 

outcomes on patterns and parameters of human motion and motives are encountered 

and presented through this research. This work specifically describes how the types and 

parameters of random walks define properties of generated graphs. We show that some 

configurations of the system of agents in random walk can produce network topologies 

with properties similar to small-world networks. Our goal is to find sets of mobility 

patterns that lead to empirical-like networks. The possibility of phase transitions in the 

graphs due to changes in the parameterization of agent walks is the focus of this 

research as this knowledge can lead to the possibility of disruptions to disease diffusions 



in populations. This research shall facilitate work of public health researchers to predict 

the magnitude of an epidemic and estimate resources required for mitigation. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

. . . what is not surrounded by uncertainty cannot be the truth.

Richard Feynman

Epidemiological dynamics refer to the processes of disease spreading and controlling

[55]. Modeling such processes using computational equipment helps the health care profes-

sionals to better understand, estimate, and mitigate real epidemics in populations [67]. One

of the goals epidemiologists pursue at the earliest stage of an epidemic is finding the origin of

it. For this purpose, they build a temporal connectivity network of infected individuals. The

nodes of the network represent peoples and the links describe contacts between individuals

at specific times in the past. By following the links in reverse timing order, an epidemi-

ologist can find the center of a spreading contagion [46]. Through knowing the possible

future person-to-person contacts, they estimate the evolution and outcomes of an epidemic

[18]. The knowledge of future links are highly probabilistic due to the dynamic nature of

human contacts. Even by knowing the exact networks of past epidemics and using them,

professionals cannot reliably predict the paths of new outbreaks. The problem is that an

empirical network is a path of an epidemic on the other underlying dynamic network of per-

sonal contacts. One of the solutions is to try to build a configuration network or a statistical

network where nodes stand for abstract individuals with a certain number of connections.

The number of links and their distribution should be set statistically to reflect the most

probable configuration of network on which a certain epidemic will spread. There is a large

amount of research dedicated to finding ways to build such abstract networks. The most

noticeable publications are three seminal papers: Watts, D.J., Strogatz, S.H. [85]; Barabasi,

A., Albert, R. [7]; Newman, M.E.J. [64]. This area of research began with the discoveries of

empirical networks and the study of their properties. To build networks similar to empirical

results, researchers try to find mechanisms responsible for their formation, such as human

mobility patterns [77]. The work described in this dissertation examines the generation of

networks through agent-based modeling and basic walk patterns, starting from simple ran-
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dom walks. This study is aimed at finding the relationships between types of agent walks,

resulting connectivity networks, and dynamics of epidemics. The far-reaching goal is to de-

termine the role of random processes in our lives, and how deviations from randomness will

shape the structure of societies. The foundation of the work presented here is in a compu-

tational framework for discoveries of social structures. The next sections justify and specify

the research questions.

1.1. Contact Networks

Many aspects of human life, business, politics, and technology are impacted by re-

search on the concept of complex networks [45, 57]. Epidemiology is only one of the many

applicable domains of such theories. Originally, the spread of diseases was modeled by dif-

ferential equations similar to those that describe the physical processes of diffusion and heat

propagation [48]. Such approaches with increasing complexity of models were and still can

be used for predicting the evolution of epidemics, except that the key application question

is about the possibilities of controlling and even stopping them. Solutions to this problem

can be derived only through knowledge of dynamic networks of interactions between indi-

viduals. Active research on the mathematical theory of network generations was started

with the work of Paul Erdos and Alfred Renyi [29, 30] on random graphs. The random

graphs, many properties of which can be solved mathematically, have major issues. They

do not resemble the networks derived from empirical evidence. Later in the 20th century,

with studies of computers and social networks, new approaches for building graphs were

proposed. These approaches attempted to relate a structure with the properties of its nodes.

The preferential attachment of the newly created nodes to the most connected nodes in a

graph provides an algorithm for building power-law degree distribution networks similar to

empirical small-world networks [7]. It was shown that the both ingredients, the network

growth and the preferential attachment, are necessary for generation of power-law graphs.

Such an approach could explain the evolution of systems such as the Internet and the World

Wide Web which play significant roles in disseminating news. However, those properties are

absent from the networks on which most epidemics spread. The quest to find other mecha-
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nisms responsible for shaping contact networks continues. The research in this area mostly

concentrates on devising functions that describe the mobility patterns of individuals. Many

theories were proposed, from Levy Flights to the gravity and the radiation theories [12].

In my view, only a network which contains geographical proximity information will have a

significant impact on epidemiological research. This is supported by the radiation model

[79] and by the social research of Festinger, Schachler and Back [33] who demonstrated that

propinquity, which is the property of individuals to be in proximity to each other on a reg-

ular basis, can increase the probability of establishing contacts. It was discovered that the

strongest predictor of friendship was the distance people lived from one another. Certainly,

this mechanism is not sufficient to describe the empirical contact network as the system with

the temporal proximity of agents to each other will less likely generate the network with the

small-world property. The radiation model suggests that the mobility of individuals is inhib-

ited by the size of population around them. The remarkable agreement of the observations

with the radiation model without any other parameters except population densities brings

us to the following research question: what is relationship between walk types of individuals

and densities of populations and how such a relationship impact the connectivity networks?

We are going to step back to the basics of random behavior.

1.2. Randomness

The study about randomness began from the inception of philosophy and science.

However, with the works of physicist Isaac Newton and mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace,

the scientific progress went forward with deterministic views on the world. The success of

the industrial revolution firmly established rational views toward solutions of problems in

science. People had confidence that nothing is impossible to achieve and everything can be

deduced, calculated, and predicted, while some issues and contradictions in theories were

ignored and attributed to early stages of scientific development [34]. As Laplace said, ”If at

one time, we knew the positions and motion of all the particles in the universe, then we could

calculate their behavior at any other time, in the past or future”. However, that attitude

started to change when researchers began to tackle increasingly more complex phenomena
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and systems. Physics, specifically Quantum Electrodynamics and Statistics, brought uneasy

notions of relativity and uncertainty (Einstein’s general relativity theory, Schrodinger’s quan-

tum measurement problems, and Heisenberg’s principle). Advances in Computer Science

raised questions of computability. New computerized technologies give scientists a chance to

explore elaborate structures and processes, such as social systems, world economies, human

body, nerve systems, health, biological cells, earth’s weather, and the ecological balance of

the planet. These and many other discoveries and developments brought scientists to the

concepts of uncertainty, holism, non-determinism, partial order, and chaos. Now, the words

of Richard Feynman ”. . . what is not surrounded by uncertainty cannot be the truth” describe

the philosophical view of the scientific world.

Novel theories and methodologies need to move forward and overcome unpredictabil-

ity in areas of research and use it as a tool. One of the first examples of such a breakthrough

was Darwin’s theory of evolution of life. Around 150 years ago, Charles Darwin envisioned

how natural selection turns random changes of organisms into a beautifully organized diver-

sity of species. He used a theory of random processes together with the force of nature to

describe emergence of new biological species and order in the biological world. A century

ago, physicists used randomness to describe diffusion processes and to examine how heat,

matter, and electrical signals propagate. Fifty years ago, Richard Feynman successfully ap-

plied the Wiener process (Brownian motion) to formulate his theory of ”sum-over-paths” to

explain the behavior of elementary particles: ”A photon or electron explores all paths be-

tween source and detector”. Other studies came along to form Tektology [10], Cybernetics,

General Systems Theory, Complexity Theory, Catastrophe Theory, Chaos Theory, Neural

Networks, Cellular Automata, and other advances. All scientific fields try to explain sto-

chastic systems of large numbers of interconnected, interrelated, and interacting parts and

they all employ the theory of random processes. Currently, research involving randomness

in mind explodes. If we search for scholarly articles on the Internet that include Random

Walk and any of those research disciplines mentioned above, the results will contain hundred

thousands of articles.
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Randomness is part of our lives. The fundamental method for gaining knowledge is

a trial, which means (in context of this work), a routine of randomly making choices. This

statement can be proven by a thought experiment (Gedankenexperiment) - if a person needs

to make a choice and does not have sufficient prior knowledge for that or is restricted in

time, one needs to make it randomly. That randomness (economists and sociologists call it

bounded rationality [34, 16, 17]) surrounds us in every step of our lives. In the introduction

of the book ”Probabilistic Reasoning in Multiagent Systems” [88], the author states that the

book is on guessing and using incomplete knowledge about the state of systems. The reason

for this is that the structure of domain, relations between its parts, and its events may not be

observable and we are limited in our time and abilities to gather complete knowledge. One

can construct an incomplete theory on how to reason and derive probabilistically appropriate

solutions. But how will we find out the outcome if we fail? The triadic closure [25] is another

example how a person may not be sure when and if the third link exists between the two

connections that one has. Behavior of people and animals, therefore, is probabilistic, as are

the connectivity networks based on such behaviors. The strong ties require an energy to

maintain and are deterministic. Weak links are easy to have and are random. Consequently,

the contact networks are about the weak links and the strong forming from them [25]. In

other words, the actual epidemiological network is described by random fluctuations in a

strong link network.

Is randomness a fundamental property of nature and physics or does it just represent

uncertainty in understanding the properties of our world? There is an explanation for a

movement of a single object. According to the first law of Newtonian Physics, an object stays

still or maintains its velocity in the absence of any force. Physics allows us to deterministically

calculate movements of only a few objects with interaction. If there are many objects, it is

theoretically and practically impossible. Interaction between many objects creates unknown

outcome or a chaos. Is it when we are losing that precision in predicting an outcome of the

system that we think of randomness? Is that apparent chaos seem less determined? Our

brain is limited and we cannot think of limitless systems. It is incomprehensible. We are
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accustomed to think about closed systems to restore order. On a global scale, the purpose

and the reason for an object’s behavior has only localized meaning or exists only at location

of an object in space and time. As we move father away from an object, all of the logical

behavior disappears. What is left are laws of randomized or averaged movement of objects.

If everything is built from elementary particles and they are moving in a highly random

pattern, is randomness a foundation of everyday life? Such questions lead to research about

the influence of randomness on processes in complex systems. A few interesting results: a

single path of a random walker does not uniformly cover a space creating fluctuations of

densities; when forming a network by randomly assigning edges to N nodes with probability

above 1/N , a giant component appears; the diffusion in direction of bias is smaller than

in perpendicular ones, meaning that a spread of information should be less alone the line

of preferable movement in population group; and random walk paths are always cyclic in

2-dimensional space and not in 3-dimensional space. Next, we look at the random processes

in populations through random walks.

1.3. Random Walks

Random walk (RW) refers to a process of making random choices from a presented

set of options. Every day people make decisions that involve random choices due to insuffi-

cient information about our surrounding, or the impact of the environment on their energy,

memory, or senses. The simplest example of random behavior is a drunkard walk. Another

example is when people change their behavior chaotically at the presence of emergency or

a danger due to panic. Their movement becomes irrational, random, and unpredictable.

The random walk models can evaluate some such scenarios for emergency or contingency

plans. The random walk paradigm is well suited for social, economical, and epidemiologi-

cal research. Random walks can describe processes in a virtual space such as the Internet.

Google’s Page Rank algorithms employed a random walk of a user in World Wide Web for

its ranking system [65]. The random walk is used not only in situations when unexpected

events happen. Many other natural and technological phenomena, such as the migration

of a statistically large number of animals and populations of people, growth of biological
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cells and plants, propagation of heat, social interactions, spread of diseases, and similar can

be modeled by random walk[20]. As an example, Figure 1.1 displays the modeling of a

branching Lavender Tree using a Biased Random Walk. As we see, all reasons for branching

disappeared with time. What is left after some period of time is a random behavior, as all

forces and reasons in nature are localized, weaken with distances, and are time relative. The

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1. Branches of the Crepe Myrtle Lavender Tree growing outside

of UNT Discovery Park and the Trajectories of Biased Correlated Random

Walks as a model of such a branching.

random walk can model a main form of some behavior or just deviations from a form of

deterministic movement. For example, if we look closely at an ant colony, one can assume

chaotic activity with the presence of deterministic movement toward sources of food at one

time and the opposite picture - ants walk in almost complete order with random deviations

from that path at another time. As with the example of the lavender tree, we can see growth

toward sun with what looked like random branching from that direction.

There are different types of random walks, or better yet, different types of deviations

from a random walk. The simple random walk can model, as mentioned above, irrational

or unexpected movement, such as people on city streets, movements of animals in woods,

movement of mosquito larva in water, or diffusion of a drop of paint in glass of water. The

biased random walk can model the impact of some forces that exist in world on the movement

of any type of objects. The first choice of force that comes to mind is gravity. The others

forces can be inertia, electro-magnetic fields, or more complex examples - such as love, hate,

and others. One of the mentioned forces, inertia, bring us to a model of self-correlated
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2. Forms of agent gathering during a heavily correlated and heav-

ily biased (toward the mass center) random walk of agents. Color defines

infectivity of agents.

random walks when a walker often maintains the direction and the size of the prior steps.

The more complex random walk include other types of biases and forms of correlation such

as a movement with neighbors or following a leader. The examples of emergent gatherings

of agents during random walks are presented by Figure Figure 1.2.

The models of described walks can be discrete on lattices and graphs or continued

in real space. The model proposed in this dissertation is a discrete model. Discrete models

often make more sense to develop as compared to continuous ones, as it is hard to imagine

unrestricted environment in real world and these models are easier to implement in discrete

computing environments.

1.4. Agent-Based Modeling

The mathematics and statistics of random walks are well developed for simple sys-

tems. However, even a few modifications to the basic random walk model produce equations

that are difficult to solve analytically. Having exhausted pure mathematical methods, com-

plex system researchers rely heavily on computer science methodologies these days. Com-

puter simulation and modeling techniques have been developed and are universally applied.

The Agent Based Modeling paradigm was used intensively in recent years to deal with com-
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plex issues in political sciences, economy, and epidemiology. Nevertheless, there are still

many issues that need to be resolved to cope with unknown and uncertainty in complex sys-

tems. For example, while Agent Based Applications have already proved to be good tools to

work with and are able to investigate complex stochastic models, researchers are often eager

to replicate reality with high accuracy without making too much emphasis on the basic sci-

ence of such processes. One can build a realistic social network by reproducing real systems,

such as models of cities with streets and buildings, with the same number of diverse people,

introducing some sort of realistic behavior on streets and in buildings. It is doable even it is

very difficult and time consuming. The results of such models still exhibit stochasticity or

”butterfly effects”. They have predictive results only for a narrow set of parameters and in

other scenarios are just incorrect [76]. Much research still needs to be done on such method-

ologies and to understand fundamental properties of such systems [70]. The complexity of an

agent system can grow quite rapidly if a walker is being assigned (in some way) intelligent

tasks that should be followed in a specific environment. Every agent walker is unique in

this sense. Such a system is very complex, expensive, and produces results only for built-in

scenarios [46]. In the approach proposed here, the agent walker is modeled with random

behavior. While behavior of individuals for most of the time is rational, statistically, on a

global population scale, their behavior will exhibit unexpected and random conduct. While

it is hard to anticipate and control human actions in all possible situations, there should be

basic properties manifested through types of random behavior that can be predicted. The

system may not be complex or costly to describe reliable effects in social networks. Google

search engine that worth billions is an example. The solution of that search ranking system

is precisely a combination of random walk with a few intelligent insights. This dissertation

focuses on the random walk as a starting point and the foundation of the research on the

mobility patterns of agents.

1.5. Research Questions

Let us summarize the evidence and the research objectives. Randomness is a part

of life. The contact networks are formed while individuals stay in close proximity to each
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other in the space they walk. Epidemics spread on such networks. How can we build a

network that can predict future epidemic dynamics as close as possible to reality? What is

the relationship between specific mobility patterns and types of contact networks generated?

What is the influence of randomness on the observable mobility patterns and the epidemics

they produce? The logistics of such research can be described by the following schema where

the arrow means causality or influence.

Randomness → Walks Patterns

Random Walk Patterns → Contact Networks

Contact Networks → Diffusion Processes of diseases, knowledge, etc.

Diffusion Processes → Epidemiological results

Any empirical epidemiological and social connectivity networks reflect different states of

a population from the past. They are like snapshots of complex dynamic processes that

had happened in such systems. Mapping a specific network type to a set of parameters

defining a state of a dynamic population process may reliably predict some present and

future diffusive properties. Successful use of random walk types for description of population

properties and a generation of connectivity networks is a basis of such research. In this

dissertation, the different random behavior patterns of agents are produced and related to

the types of networks generated. Usually, in classical agent-based systems, an agent simulates

a known and specific behavior of a modeled entity [31]. However, one can have only a partial

knowledge about walker conditions on top of unknown forces which can cause a walk to be

unpredictable. A random walker, in the model proposed here, simulates what is unknown in

the behavior of an individual. The use of random mobile agents for a network generation was

applied previously in the work of Gonzales et al. [36]. The authors reproduced the generation

of networks using preferential attachment [7] through a system of gaseous particles freely

moving and randomly colliding with each other. The assumptions are that the speed of

an agent increases with each added link and the preferential attachment exists due to the

faster agents creating majority of the connections. The resulting networks were similar to

the empirical networks of sexual contacts.
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The approach presented in this dissertation has more generic rules. The agents can

change the direction of movement and speed randomly at any time during a walk and not

only after a collision. We think that an individual can exhibit any type of mobility patters

due to environmental changes. One type can dominate the others at some times creating

different types of networks. However, the question still remains ”... why do we observe what

we observe?” [12]. We are not trying to find the dominative pattern as in the earlier work

[36]. We are trying to find how dominative patterns emerge from the statistically diverse

behaviors of individuals.

A random graph can take a form of any network type with some probability. If one

wants to change the outcome of a coin toss, the fairness of the coin needs to be changed.

By changing the fairness of an agent’s move, any type of network could be created. In the

planned experiments, starting from completely random movement, the agents deviate from

randomness due to a bias or a correlation introduced into the system until the movement

becomes deterministic. The properties of the generated networks are compared at different

parameters of agent movements. The goal is to find the relationship between parameters of

random walks and the properties of the generated networks. In other words, which parame-

ters of a random walk could be responsible for appearance of different types of network such

as random, small-world, power-law or scale-free, and how these go through phase transitions

if they exist.

Such an interesting research question is related to Automata Theory where a specific

rule generates a unique evolutionary state patterns of the cells [87]. The different mobility

patterns of agents should lead to different contact networks in a similar way. While a

contact network is in constant evolution, with links being constantly dropped and created, the

topography or type of network and its properties can be in stationary state. The simulations

of random walks can answer important questions about stability of a system and possible

phase transitions. They can give us insight about the origination of processes in real world

systems. For example, when one sees a community formed, it is hard to find the reasoning

for that. It could be due to centralized system settings or just the intention of independent
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agents to stay close to a group as a whole.

Why look for the possibility of phase transitions? At the beginning of an epidemic,

a pathogen is transmitted although people do not know about its existence yet. After that,

due to a caution or a scare, people often change mobility patterns which may cause the

transition to another type of a connectivity network. Therefore, a pathogen could possibly

propagate on different networks at the beginning and at the end of an epidemic. As the

epidemiological network develops on top of an individual’s contact network, the transition

from one form of a network to another can disrupt the growth of the epidemiological network.

We are already know that infectious diseases spread more easily on one network type than

the others. For example, in complete graphs, it takes only one step to reach any node in

the system, while on regular graphs, such as lattices, it takes a number of steps proportional

to the size of a whole structure. In small-world networks, a contagion can consume the

whole system in a relatively short time as the shortest distance between any nodes in the

network tend to be small compared to the number of nodes and links in the graph (L logN)

[85]. It is known from physics, as well, that phase transitions themselves can be slow or fast

and explosive. The energy consumed or released by a system during phase transitions can

sometimes cause the destruction of the system itself. The knowledge about such processes is

very important for controlling epidemics and other properties of societies. A corollary of this

work is in the prospect of controlling social and epidemiological processes through changes

in basic behaviors of people. There is a feedback relationship between the configuration of

the system and the agents’ behavior. They are constantly statistically changing each other.

It could be hard to change the properties of the whole system. However, sometimes it takes

a change in behavior of only one agent to change the behavior of all agents. Forcing social

network type transitions through the adjustment of agent movement types in such a way

that may slow down or stop an epidemic and at the same time cause a minimum impact on

social system may be practically feasible. Like fighting a fire with another fire, an epidemic

can be put down with another kind of epidemic. Such a process can be applied to many

other natural and technological phenomena as well.
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One more interesting question that is addressed in this dissertation is whether running

epidemic on an agent-based random walk system is the same as running it on the network

generated by the system. Contacts between the agents only exist during certain periods of

time in the dynamic system. The links of the generated networks are set. The process of

a disease propagation should be different in such a system and network. The adjustments

needed after a simulation of an epidemic on a network in order to make a reliable prediction

for the epidemic outcome in a dynamic agent system is another question.

1.6. Model and Methodology

The foundation of the proposed research is in the building an agent-based model and

using it for the generation of contact networks utilizing the Random Walk Theory. The pro-

posed research consists of several stages. First, the Agent-Based Modeling system is built

and adjusted to model different types of random walks. Second, experiments are created

to validate the model against the theory, including its analytical and mathematical results.

Next, the network generation and calculation module is developed. Its purpose is to track

agent connections during experiments and dynamically build a connectivity network. Such a

network models a society where nodes represent the agents (people) and the links represent

dynamic contacts between any pair of agents. While links are created and destroyed continu-

ously over time, the network type and its topology can converge into a stable type of a graph

which is then investigated. The other network analytical module evaluates properties of the

stable networks in real time for visualization and for dynamic representation of collected

data. The results can be saved in readable files for further processing of properties of gener-

ated networks. The calculated properties of the network include common theoretical graph

measures, such as the average distance, shortest path, degree distribution, node centrality,

and graph clustering. The most attention is given to the degree distribution which is not

only one of the main properties of a network topology, but actually defines basic types of

networks: complete, sparse, small-world, power-law, and others. By comparing the proper-

ties of experimental results with the parameters of known social networks we can relate the

type of random walk to the type of social behavior. After running experiments with different
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types of random walks and collecting data, the analytical work is performed in an attempt to

produce theoretical results regarding relationships between parameters of random walks and

parameters of resulting networks. Some conjectures are made. These results are presented

in tables and charts that show relational dependency between each parameter of random

walk type and the resulting emergent property of a network, unless more general analytical

results can be drawn and put into a mathematical form.

The agent-based module is realized for walks on a 2-dimensional plane in 3-dimentional

space. No structures or obstacles for a random walk are introduced at this point. To avoid

border conditions the plane is closed to form a torus-like shape or periodical border condi-

tions. A walker stepping off the edge on one side of the plane will appear instantly at the

opposite site. The simulation on a sphere can be also implemented in such a module. Figure

1.3 shows the 2-D view of the simple and 3-D view of the correlated biased random walks

simulated by the module built for this research. The agent system parameters are divided

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3. 2- and 3-dimensional view of the Agent Based System that model

the Simple and the Correlated Biased Random Walks of agents.

into two groups: one that defines the agents mobility patterns and the other that defines

the contact between two agents that produces the link in the corresponding connectivity

network. The main properties of an agent’s movements are defined by the velocity vector

and the probabilities to make a specific deviation from a completely random step. The
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main properties that define a connection between two agents are the distance between them

and the time they spend staying at specific distances from each other. The more detailed

specifications of the models’ parameters are discussed in Chapter 3.

In the next chapter the theory on random walks, graph theory, agent modeling review

and literature review of the epidemiological research are presented. The modeling techniques

and methodology of the experiments are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes all

experiments performed for this dissertation. The main findings, conclusions, and the future

work suggestions are given in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORIES AND EVIDENCES

A photon or electron explores all paths between source and detector.

Richard Feynman

The foundation of this work rests on advancements in the areas of Random Walk

Theory, Agent-Based Modeling, Graph Theory, and Social Studies. The amount of literature

dedicated to these areas is enormous. There are a number of reasons, theoretical and practical

ones, for the explosion of interest in such fields. As discussed in Chapter 1, science has

accumulated enough theoretical knowledge to have ability to tackle much more complex

and non-deterministic phenomena of the world. There are tools available for this too. The

availability of computers and their increasing power helps to process massive amounts of data

which in turn give feedback in forms of new theoretical results, methods, and algorithms.

This chapter reviews the definitions and mathematics of random processes upon which the

random walk of agents is modeled and validated in the agent-based system. Then, basics of

Graph Theory concepts are presented to define the ways of generating the agent interaction

networks. The measures and methods of this theory are used to evaluate the structures

of such networks. Next, the technologies for modeling agent-based systems are presented.

Finally, the work of others in similar areas is discussed.

2.1. Mathematics of Random Walk

2.1.1. History of Random Walk

Random Walk (RW) is a term adopted by the scientific community after it was used

by Karl Pearson in 1905 in a letter to Nature [68] and later in his book [69] in reference to

the migration of species (although in his book, Karl Pearson used the word flight more often

than the word walk). In many cases, the term is used in the implied meaning to describe,

for example, a walk of a person lost on streets of an unknown city or in a forest who makes

random turns trying to find correct way (the term Drunkard Walk is often used in publica-

tions to give an example of Random Walk). Also, the term defines the process of making
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random choices when presented with a set of options. Since Lord Rayleigh gave a solution to

the Pearson’s problem of mosquito distribution [74], the Random Walk was used, knowingly

or unknowingly, by many scientists to solve different problems: in economy for a random

financial time series such as a fluctuation of prices of stocks on a financial market (Louis

Bachelier, 1900 [4]), in physics for a diffusion process (Einstein, 1906 [27]; Smoluchowski,

1906 [80]), and in mathematics for random graphs (George Polya, 1921 [24]). Traced back

to Robert Brown, 1828 [13] as Brownian Motion of pollen particles and rooted deeply into

classical works on randomness and probability theory, the Random Walk evolved into its

own theory during the last century. It represents Markov processes which have found suc-

cessful applications in many areas of physics and computer science. The concept of Random

Walk became almost omnipresent in science and engineering and had a great impact on

the development of science. The Theory of Random Walk has been successfully applied in

many research areas, such as game theory, biology, computer science, electrical engineering,

information theory, geology, and epidemiology. It unites diverse complex systems and gives a

basic model for understanding their physical properties. In the following sections the defini-

tions, properties, and developed mathematical background of a Random Walk are provided

starting from a Simple Random Walk model toward more complex types of walks such as

the Reinforced Correlated Random Walk. A comprehensive reference of these mathemati-

cal results is given by [20, 19] and provides the methodology for building and validating a

computational modeling system.

2.1.2. Simple Random Walk (SRW )

A SRW is defined as a system consisting of one walker in empty one-dimensional

space, with steps equal in size δ and independent of prior steps at any given discrete time

period τ (Markov process). Two directions of movement are equally likely at every step

or, in other words, the walk is isotropic. The decision in which direction to move can be

modeled by tossing a fair coin. The probability of a random walker to make m steps in one

direction from the origin out of total n steps is equal to the probability of m successes in n
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independent trials, which is a binomial distribution:

(1) P (m,n) = (1/2)n
(

n
n−m

2

)
For large numbers n→∞ this converges to Gaussian distribution with the following solution:

(2) P (m,n) = (2/πn)1/2 e−m
2/2n

The probability of a walker to be at some distance x = mδ away from the origin at time

t = nτ in the continuous space τ, δ → 0 is given by the following standard solution of the

diffusion equation:

(3) P (x, t) =
1

(4πDt)1/2
e−

x2

4Dt

where D is a constant diffusion coefficient defined by the limiting equation δ2/τ = 2D. Using

the following formulas:

(4) 〈x〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

xP (x)dx; 〈x2〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

x2P (x)dx

the results for the mean location and the mean squared displacement (MSD) can be derived:

(5) 〈x〉 = 0; 〈x2〉 = 2Dt

Above solutions show that there is no preference in direction of movement and, on average,

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1. Simple Random Walk of 1,000 agents started at the center of

the mesh after each agent made 65 (a) and 970 (b) steps with the plot of agent

densities and theoretical probabilities on (c).
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the position of a walker is still at the origin (see Figure 2.1). The expected distance a walker

would wander from its origin is a function of number of steps taken or walking time. The

above solution can be extended for a multi-dimensional space. In the case of 2-dimensional

modeling of walking agents, the solutions (3) and (5) take the following forms:

(6) P (x, y, t) =
1

(4πDt)
e−

(x2+y2)
4Dt ; 〈(x, y)〉 = (0, 0); 〈(x2 + y2)〉 = 4Dt

Due to the assumption n→∞, the derived equations above should be considered only as an

approximation for large periods of time. Otherwise, equations allow for non-zero probability

for any displacement at times close to zero.

2.1.3. Biased Random Walks (BRW )

In reality, the probabilities to step in different directions are different. The solution

on a lattice is similar to the SRW . Consider an infinite one-dimensional continuous x-axis

with origin x0 = 0 and the following conditions: at each time tick, ∆t = τ , an agent can

move to the right with probability r; to the left with probability l; or not move at all with

probability (1− l− r). The step size is fixed at ∆x = δ. Thus the probability P (x, t) for an

agent to be at a specific location x at the time t+ τ equals:

(7) P (x, t+ τ) = P (x, t)(1− l − r) + P (x− δ, t)r + P (x+ δ, t)l

Using the Taylor formula for continues differentiable function [43]:

(8) f(x+ δ) = f(x) + δf ′ +
δ2

2!
f ′′ + ...

one can rewrite (7) around location (x, t) into the following series:

P (x, t) + τ ∂P (x,t)
∂t

+ τ2

2!
∂2P (x,t)
∂t2

+ ... =

P (x, t)(1− l − r) + (P (x, t)− δ ∂P (x,t)
∂x

+ δ2

2!
∂2P (x,t)
∂x2

+ ...)r +(9)

(P (x, t) + δ ∂P (x,t)
∂x

+ δ2

2!
∂2P (x,t)
∂x2

+ ...)l
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Ignoring higher order elements will reduce the above formula to the partial differential equa-

tion:

(10)
∂P (x, t)

∂t
= −δε

τ

∂P (x, t)

∂x
+
κδ2

2τ

∂2P (x, t)

∂x2
+O(δ3) +O(τ 2)

where ε = r − l and κ = l + r. Under the following limiting conditions δ, τ → 0 the higher

order elements tend towards 0. Rewriting the finite parameters in the following forms:

(11) u = lim
δ,τ,ε→0

δε

τ
; D = κ lim

δ,τ,ε→0

δ2

2τ

will give us the Drift-Diffusion Equation:

(12)
∂P

∂t
= −u∂P

∂x
+D

∂2P

∂x2

which has the following solution:

(13) P (x, t) =
1

(4πDt)1/2
e−

(x−ut)2
4Dt

with initial condition at t = 0 as Dirac delta function P (x, 0) = δ(x). Multiplying (13) by

x or x2 and integrating over all space R, one can derive solutions for the mean location and

the mean squared displacement of an agent:

(14) 〈x〉(t) = ut; 〈x2〉(t) = u2t2 + 2Dt

The diffusion propagates in the BRW as a dissipating wave (see Figure 2.2). Diffusion about

the mean is the same as in SRW σ2(t) = 2Dt. For an s-dimensional system, the solution

has the similar form:

(15) P (r, t) =
1

(4πDt)s/2
e−
−|r−ut|2

4Dt

with the mean location and the mean squared displacement defined as:

(16) 〈 R 〉 = ut; 〈 R2 〉 = |u|2t2 + 2sDt

The above formulas for the mean location (16) and the mean squared displacement (5)

provide a way to estimate the diffusion coefficients and the drift velocities of real populations.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2. Biased Random Walk of 1,000 agents started at the center of

the mesh after each agent made 100 (a) and 600 (b) steps with the plot of

agent densities and theoretical probabilities on (c).

Knowing empirical values of 〈 R 〉 and 〈 R2 〉, the type of population movement and therefore

network topologies can be approximated.

According to [19] the solution of the Drift-Diffusion Equation (12) for the continuous

choice of directions in real coordinate space produces an unexpected result - the diffusion

along the biased direction is smaller than in the perpendicular directions. This means that

walkers move more often in one direction that in the other. Imagine people moving more often

along east-west streets than north-south ones. They would generate more connections with

neighbors living along east-west streets. In such cases, the BRW should generate a connected

graph with links more probable between nodes in one direction than in the others. Such a

network topology will impact the spread of diseases or information in different directions on

the network and should be investigated.

The results obtained so far allow for an infinite propagation speed, hence should be

considered only as an asymptotic approximation valid for large times (t � dt). Presented

next is a simple model based on a velocity jump process which avoids the problem of the

infinite propagation speed.

2.1.4. Correlated Random Walk (CRW )

The CRW is defined as a walk that correlates with the direction and the size of prior

steps. Consider a population N of walkers that moves either left or right along an infinite
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line at a constant speed v. The walkers randomly change direction of movement at a rate

λ with probability p(τ) = λτ , where τ is a unit of time. Thus, the densities of populations

moving right nr and left nl are:

nr(x, t+ τ) = (1− λ τ)nr(x− δ, t) + λ τ nl(x− δ, t)

nl(x, t+ τ) = λ τ nr(x+ δ) + (1− λ τ)nl(x+ δ)

Expanding these formulas as Taylor series and taking limits preserving a constant speed:

v = lim
δ,τ→0

δ

τ
;

will produce the following equations:

(17)
∂nr
∂t

= −v∂nr
∂x

+ λ(nl − nr)

(18)
∂nl
∂t

= v
∂nl
∂x
− λ(nl − nr)

Differentiating these equations with respect to t and x and combining them into one result

in the telegraph equation derived by Lord Kelvin:

(19)
∂2n

∂t2
+ 2λ

∂n

∂t
= v2∂

2n

∂x2

where n = nl + nr. The full solution is quite complex, even so the mean location and MSD

can be derived and have the following form:

(20) 〈x〉(t) = 0; 〈x2〉(t) =
v2

λ
(t− 1

2λ
(1− e−2λt))

For small t ∼ 1/λ, the process behaves as a wave propagation < x2 >∼ v2t2 and for large t

as a linear diffusion process < x2 >∼ 2Dt where D = v2/2λ.

The above equation (20) allow for the estimation of the mobility patterns of individu-

als responsible for transmitting a pathogen based on a diffusion of a disease in a population.

Knowing the area of contamination and approximate start time, one can calculate a mean

displacement of a disease which is translated into an average subpopulation speed of move-

ment and a rate of directional flipping.
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2.1.5. Biased Correlated Random Walk BCRW

In the prior section, the rate of turning was the same for both populations. If the

probability to make a turn is different for populations moving right and left, the equation

19 contains another term.

(21)
∂2n

∂t2
+ (λ1 + λ2)

∂n

∂t
+ v(λ2 − λ1)

∂n

∂x
= v2∂

2n

∂x2

If the rates of turning are equal λ1 = λ2 the equation turns into the original (19) CRW form.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3. The distribution of 1,000 agents started at the center of the mesh

after each agent made 106 steps in CRW (a) and 300 steps in BCRW (b). Plot

(c) depicts the agent densities for CRW,BCRW and theoretical probabilities

for SRW . The bias in correlation exists only for movements to the right.

As seen in (b), the agents are spread evenly along the vertical directions.

Along the horizontal axis, the agents switch direction of movement more often

when moving to left than to right. Figure (b) depicts the distribution of

agents during a process called klinokinesis when a rate of turning depends on

directions of movement.

The different probabilities of turning result in agents moving more often in one direction

than the other which is defined by the drift term v(λ2 − λ1)∂n
∂x

. On time scales much

larger than an average directional turning time interval, the walk becomes similar to BRW

process where the mean population location is moving in the direction of a bias. Such

bias called klinokinesis in contrast with taxis in BRW with the bias existing due to the
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probability of moving in each direction [20]. Figure 2.3(b) presents the distribution of agents

in klinokinesis while Figure 2.2(b) - in taxis.

2.1.6. Fokker-Planck Equation

The prior sections introduced only two types of static biases: a bias toward a specific

direction of movement and a bias in rates of switching direction of movement. To bring the

theory closer to reality, the environment needs to be taken into consideration. That makes

the probabilities be space and time dependent. Consider the extension of the SRW to

include movements with probabilities that are spatially dependent. Directional probabilities

are u(x, y), d(x, y), l(x, y) and r(x, y) with u + d + l + r <= 1 making it possible for a

walker to stay at the same location. The results of such a movement are represented by the

Fokker−Planck (known as well as Kolmogorov and Smoluchowski) equation for p(x, y, t):

(22)
∂p

∂t
= −∇(up) +∇(D∇p)

where gradient ∇-operator defined as ∇~r = ∂~r
∂x

+ ∂~r
∂y

and

u(x, y) =

(
b1(x, y)

b2(x, y)

)
,

D(x, y) =

(
a11(x, y) a12(x, y)

a21(x, y) a22(x, y)

)
,

bi = lim
δ,τ,εi→0

εiδ

τ
, aii = lim

δ,τ→0

kiδ
2

2τ
, (i = 1, 2)

and ε1 = rl, ε2 = ud, k1 = r + l and k2 = u + d. The dependence of u and D on (x, y) can

be known only in the simplest cases; therefore, no generic solution exists for this type of

walk. The quest to find exact solutions for complex types of Random Walk still continues

despite the fact that the analytical extensions of this theory are hard mathematical problems.

Computer scientists started to tackle such problems computationally.

In this section the mathematics of random walk were presented. This dissertation

is not dedicated to finding exact and analytical solutions of random walks similar to the

described above. However, the theoretical results are used for validating the correctness of

the modeling of agent walks. The differences and similarities between the results predicted
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by the theory and obtained from experiments on the agent-based model are presented. The

distribution and size of errors in the performed experiments are evaluated.

2.2. Agent Based Modeling (ABM)

Agent-Based Systems hardly need an introduction. People thought of agents long

before computers existed. The abstraction was formed in human minds as entities of imagi-

nation, beliefs, and dreams. However, only with current technology have such dreams become

a useful reality for human life. Scientists embrace the agent theory to the level of a third

way of doing science[3]. Agent systems can represent any living entities in their environ-

ments and open the ways to build whole virtual worlds as well as specific simulation tools

similar to the model of random walk presented in this dissertation. Such computational

systems and their theory are being developed through interdisciplinary efforts. One of the

uses of Agent-Based Systems for epidemiology is decribed in [67]. The extensive research on

agent-based modeling is summarized in [14, 15, 17] with perspectives on the complexity and

organization theories. Early research of ABM as an artificial society is presented in [28].

The methodology for simulating human system has been reviewed in [11]. Valuable insights

on building the ABM are provided in the tutorials [51, 53, 52]. One of the earliest examples

of ABM systems was the boid system created by Reynolds.[75]. The most well-known state-

of-the-art agent-based modeling tools are RePAST , Swarm, Ascape, StarLogo, NetLogo,

TRANSIMS, and MASON . There are valuable recommendations on using such systems

in [73].

Developed at the Santa Fe Institute and continued by the Swarm Development Group

(http : //www.swarm.org/wiki/MainPage), the Swarm is set of libraries for designing

agents-based systems. It is a very flexible and object-oriented event-driven generic system

programmed using Java and Objective-C. Such features make this modeling tool a very

powerful platform and, at the same time, prohibitive to use for some applications as in our

case. Java object-based applications do not run as we anticipated on available computer

equipment and the lack of sufficient knowledge of Objective-C language removed Swarm

from the list of choices of tools for this research.
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RePAST (Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit) is built by a team of scientists

at the University of Chicago. It is an open-source cross-platform very complete framework

and set of libraries for building agent-based applications. While trying to use one of the

implementations of RePAST Simphony, it was a disappointment to find out that the compiled

module did not execute fast enough for the purpose of this research and, in addition, we

encountered issues during simulated test runs which we could not resolve.

TRANSIMS (TRansportation ANalysis SIMulation System) was developed at the

Los Alamos National Laboratory (transims.tsasa.lanl.gov) for the purpose of creating syn-

thetic population as a complete representation of individuals in some regions, their daily

movement patterns, and the transportation network [11]. Such a complex system is not

suitable for the more simple tasks presented in this research.

Ascape (http : //ascape.sourceforge.net/) is a completely Java-based framework

with end-user tools. It was developed at the Center on Social and Economic Dynamics of

Brookings Institution with modeling help from the Swarm community. While the Ascape

platform was developed as general-purpose tool, it received most applications in the so-

cial sciences. Ascape is not suitable for models running on a single computer and models

composed of large number of very simple agents, such as was necessary for this dissertation.

NetLogo, designed at Northwestern University, and StarLogo, developed at MIT ,

are based on a dialect of the programming language Lisp and originally were intended as

educational tools. While these tools are praised for ease of use and good documentation,

they require knowledge of the Logo language and do not allow access to low level algorithms.

MASON (Multi-Agent Simulator Of Neighborhoods) was developed at the Evolu-

tionary Computation Laboratory of George Mason University. The claims that it is designed

with simplicity and speed as a priority are supported by [73] which compared it to Repast,

Swarm, and NetLogo. MASON is also said to be least mature and thus, it can be challenging

to learn.

One of the principles of building a useful ABM in many areas is to keep it simple.

That is not an easy task to achieve for such complex system. ”A general-purpose model
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cannot work”[11], at least currently. By examining the above mentioned developing tools,

it is not difficult to see the complexity of the systems in terms of learning and adjusting

to user needs[54, 21, 22]. The system used for this research was developed with a specific

purpose in mind - simple random movement of agents. It is designed based on the ideas of

the Reynold’s boid system and described in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.3. Graph Theory and Network Structures

The research presented in this dissertation consists of building and examining agent

contact networks. Therefore, the relevant concepts of Graph Theory are reviewed in this

chapter in order to extract useful measures and tools for evaluating properties and topologies

of the agent networks (see [5, 9, 25, 89]).

2.3.1. Basics of Graph Theoretic Concepts

A Graph in mathematics is a set of points connected by lines. A point, referred to

as a vertex or node, is an abstract representation of some physical or virtual entity of the

world. In the context of this work, a node represents an agent. The connection between two

vertexes is referred as an edge or link and is created if the entity represented by one node

is somehow related to the other entity. For the purposes of this research, the link represents

an existence of a contact between two agents of the system. Therefore, the link is defined by

the pair of nodes it connects (i, j) and is commonly depicted as ei,j, where i and j identify

the nodes. Mathematically, the graph G = (V,E) is a set V of N vertexes with a set E of

L edges that connect elements of V , where V cannot be an empty set V 6= ∅ [5]. Such an

abstract definition of a network is not sufficient for applied research in which different types

of entities and connections can exist in a system. Therefore, nodes and edges of a graph can

be embellished with tags and markers to differentiate them from each other and to provide

the properties of entities they represent. For example, a node can be marked with a color

to report that the agent it represents is infected by some pathogen. A directed link can be

defined as an ordered set of nodes to specify the direction in which information or matter

propagates from one agent to another. A link can have a property that defines the time
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the link was added to a network. The networks with such links are identified as temporal

networks [41]. A node can be linked to an agent by simply having the same ordinal number

in V as the agent in the population list.

The examination of a graph by a visual presentation is an option only in cases where

the number of nodes and links is small or the topology of the network is known. In general,

other means and measures of graph properties are used. For this work, the most important

practical characteristic of a network is the diffusive property which describes how information

or some other matter propagates from one agent to another. Therefore, the measure that

describes the distribution of edges among the nodes is an important characteristics of a

network and its topology. A node degree kn is defined as the number of links that connect

the node, referred by the subscript, with other nodes in a graph G. If links are directed in

a graph, the node degree separates into in− and out-degrees kn = kinn + koutn . The topology

of a network is partially described by the degree distribution P (k) which defines the fraction

of nodes in a graph having a specific degree k. The degree distribution can tell us if the

graph is connected, the mean node degree in the network, the ratio of low and high degree

connected nodes, and if the graph has similar structural properties to a random graph. The

other important characteristic of a network is the relationship between the degree of a node

and the degrees of its neighbors. Networks that have links between nodes of comparable

degrees are called assortative, such as a grid. Networks in which nodes with lower degrees

have a tendency to have connections with higher degree nodes are called dissassortative[62].

The average nearest neighbor degree distribution defines the assortativity of a network:

(23) < kn > (k) =
∑
i

kiP (ki|k)

where ki is the degree of a neighbor of a node with the degree k and P (ki|k) is the probability

of a node with degree ki to have a connection to a node with degree k. Two nodes may not

be connected directly but still have a path to each other through another intermediate set

of nodes. The path is an ordered set of links that connect any two nodes in a graph through

the other nodes. A graph is connected if there are no disconnected nodes or if all nodes in
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the graph have a path between each other. Each node can have many links and, therefore,

many paths to any other node. Geodesic path is the shortest path between two nodes. The

topology of a graph can be characterized by the average length of all geodesic paths between

the nodes:

(24) < g >=
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i,j=1...N

dij

where dij is a distance between node i and node j in a number of links. The size of a

network usually described by the diameter or the longest geodesic path between any two

nodes[62]. The term clustering defines how tightly nodes connect to each other. The

clustering coefficient of a node ci defines as proportion of connected pairs of neighbors to

the total number of neighboring pairs[81]:

(25) ci =

∑
n,m∈Ei anm

ki(ki − 1)

where Ei is a subset of the edges incident on i and anm are the elements of the adjacency

matrix for the neighbors of i. The clustering coefficient of a graph is defined as the average

clustering coefficient of all nodes:

(26) 〈c〉 =
1

N

∑
i=1...N

ci

2.3.2. Types of Networks

The first graph model was proposed and studied by Ray Solomonoff and Anatol

Rapoport [62], Paul Erdos and Alfred Renyi [29],[30]. They proposed a model of a random

graph which is build in the following way. A disconnected graph G(V,E) of N vertexes,

where E = ∅ is an empty set, is created. The pairs of vertexes are randomly selected and

connected with the probability p. The process is terminated when a specified number of

edges are added to the graph or it can continue until the graph becomes complete. The

probability of a node to have k links is described by the binomial distribution:

(27) pk =

(
N

k

)
pk(1− p)N−k
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For large N , the mean degree is:

(28) 〈k〉 =
2〈E〉
N

=
2pN(N − 1)/2

N
= p(N − 1) ≈ pN

and the probability of a node to have degree k is approximated by the Poisson distribution:

(29) pk = ep(N−1)(p(N − 1))k/k!

The random graph has a critical probability pc = 1/N at which the giant component of size

N2/3 emerges among the collection of components no larger than ln(N). At probabilities

above pc, the giant component grows to size O(N). There are

CN,L =

((N
2

)
L

)
=

(N(N − 1)/2)!

L!(N(N − 1)/2− L)!

possible network choices when a number of nodes N and links L are given. A graph with

L edges appears with probability pL(1 − p)(N(N−1)−2L)/2. All graphs in such a model are

equiprobable, although the probability of an emergence of a specific empirical graph is rather

small 1/CN,L. The only property of a random graph that correlates with empirical graphs

is the small-world property or when the average geodesic path is of size logN/log(〈k〉).

Based on empirical studies of networks [82, 1, 85], real world networks such as social,

technological, economical, and biological have some standard properties. They are small-

world networks[85] and most of them are scale-free networks[7] with power-law distributions.

There are three seminal papers by Watts, D.J., Strogatz, S.H. [85], Barabsi, A., Albert, R. [7],

and Newman, M.E.J. [64] that describe algorithms on building graphs that have properties

similar to empirical networks. The first paper, presented in 1998, describes the process of

rewiring a regular graph into a small-world graph. Starting with N nodes and k edges per

node, each edge is reconnected randomly with probability p. At p = 1 the regular graph turns

into a random graph similar to the Erdos-Renyi graph. This process leads to a conjecture

that a network generated by slow-moving homogeneous random walkers is semi-regular and

can be turned into small world by introducing higher-velocity walkers into the population.

In the second paper, Barabsi, A. and Albert, R. proposed a method of building a

network through a growing process with a preferential attachment that produces scale-free
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edge distributions. The network building starts with m0 number of vertexes. At each time

step, a new vertex is added. It is connected to m ≤ m0 vertexes. The probability of

connection is proportional to the degree ki of the vertex i being connected to the new one,

P (ki) = ki/
∑

j kj. There is no growth in the network of walking agents; however, there

is a decaying of old connections and establishing new ones with preferential attachment.

Agents are constantly being disconnected and reconnected to highly visible agents. The

high visibility of some agents can be achieved by allowing them to have higher velocities in

comparison with the other agents.

Newman, M.E.J., in the third paper, describes a way of building a random network

with predefined degree distribution. The algorithm composes several steps. Assume that

a node can have specific number of ports where links can be connected. Create N nodes

with a predefined number of ports according to a selected degree distribution. Randomly

select pairs of ports of different nodes and start connecting them until there are no more free

ports left. Such an algorithm does not take into account the clustering of a network. The

more general solution of building a network with specified degree distribution and clustering

coefficient is given in [63].

A system of colliding agents is proposed by Gonzlez, M.C. in [39, 38, 35]. The

author constructs a network using free-moving particles similar to atoms of a gas. When the

particles collide with each other, the link is created in the corresponding network. With each

impact the speed of a particle increases which causes an agent to collect more connections

than another slow moving agent. The degree distribution of such networks was shown to

be similar to some empirical networks of sexual contacts. The system is similar to the

preferential attachment model [7], except the emphasis is set on the high-mobility particles

getting more connections or, in other words, the slow-moving atoms more likely ”see” the fast

atoms first. The works of Gonzlez, M.C. support the idea of building connectivity network

structures similar to empirical ones through random walks of agents as well. The difference

between the model of agents as flying atoms of a gas and the model of agents in random walk

is in the following. The first system models the process of generating random connections
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without consideration of the mobility patterns of agents. The author complements that work

with the work on possible human mobility patterns through tracking locations of cell-phone

users. In the work presented by this dissertation, models agents in random walks are used as

an approximation of human mobility patterns. A random walk represents what is unknown

in the behavior of an individual. One can have partial knowledge about walker conditions

such as gravitation or other sort of fields on top of the unknown which causes a walk to be

unpredictable. Through such a model, the parameters of a human walk can be related to

properties of generated networks.

The complexity of movement of atoms and their interactions do not allow for a simple

solution for explaining usable properties of matter. However, many properties of materials

can be predicted using methods of statistical physics. The random walk theory provides

formulas for calculating diffusive properties of gases and liquids. The complexity of human

behavior is no exception. Nevertheless, simple models can explain many observations in

human mobility patters as explained in [12]. The author of the work describes the current

state of research in that area and references the article [79] that proposed the radiation model

with simple rules for generation of walks - people remain at specific locations until a better

location is found in terms of some utility functions. Such a model is similar to the gravity

models which describe the migration of people using the Newton’s Law by replacing masses

with utility values. The Levy−flights describe such mobility movements through a generic

distribution function.

If random walks can model distributions of animals or people[19], then it can be used

to model their connectivity networks. The distribution of random walkers depends mostly

on their velocities and their choices of directions. The probabilities of intelligent agents

to move in a specific direction depend on their internal will as a feedback to the complex

environmental impact. Therefore, the influence of an agent’s type of walk on the topology

of the resulting connectivity network needs to be investigated.
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2.4. Diffusion Dynamics

To test epidemiological dynamics during a random walk simulation and on generated

networks, a few models of disease propagation are reviewed in this section. The method-

ologies for estimating the progress of pathogen propagation in population are evolved from

different areas of science. The most prominent solutions are: differential equation [48],

site and bond percolation [58], diffusion [86], heat propagation [47], cellular automata [87],

agent-based, and network [66, 71].

One of the first epidemiological models was introduced by Kermack and McKendrick

in 1927 [48]. The population of N is divided into compartments of susceptible, infectious,

and recovered (not susceptible due to developed immunity) individuals N = S+ I+R. The

movement of people from one compartment into another during an epidemic is described by

the differential equations:

(30)
ds

dt
= −βis, di

dt
= βis− γi, dr

dt
= γi

where s, i, and r are proportions of population in the compartments at time t, β is the

transmission rate of an infection, and γ is the recovery rate. The equation for the infectious

population can be rewritten using reproduction number or Rt:

(31)
di

dt
= γi(

βs

γ
− 1) = γi(Rt − 1)

The basic reproduction number R0 is measured at the beginning of an epidemic. It is de-

fined as the average number of individuals being infected by a single disease carrier in a

completely susceptible population. As seen from the equation (31), an epidemic never starts

if R0 < 1. That model is not realistic as it does not account for the fact that individuals

need to be in close proximity to each other to transmit a pathogen. The epidemiological

diffusion process in populations depends on the dynamically growing connectivity network

of individuals. In spite of that, the SIR model can be used to approximate epidemics in

large populations and to describe the general shapes of outbreaks. Other models have been

developed based on modifications and additions to the SIR model, such as SIS (susceptible-

infectious-susceptible) and SEIR (susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered).
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The model of differential equations can be used to define epidemics on networks [9].

The probability of an infection is replaced with β = λk where k is the average number of

connections per dt and λ is the transmission rate. The solution of equation 30 for network

is in the following form:

(32) s(t) = e−
λk
γ
r(t) r∞ = 1− e−

λk
γ
r∞

Assuming that an agent recovers during the time T = 1/γ and the probability of being

infected during the unit time δt equals λδt, the probability an infection to propagate between

two nodes is given by the following equation:

(33) p = 1− lim
δ→0

(1− λδt)T/δt = 1− e−λ/γ

The exact solution of epidemic on a random graph with arbitrary degree distribution was

given in [61].

In the current work, the epidemic is modeled using an agent-based approach similar

to the one described in [71, 66]. The spread of an infection on the resulting networks is

accomplished through simulation technics presented in [46] where the dynamics of epidemics

on different types of networks such as random, lattice, small-world, spatial, and scale-free

was explored.
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CHAPTER 3

MODELS AND METHODS

All models are wrong, but some are useful.

George E. P. Box

This chapter presents a framework for building and studying population models and

investigating the topological and diffusive properties of the underlying interaction networks

of populations. The framework consists of the following custom-built parts: Agent Walk

Module (AWM); Probabilistic Step Generation Module (SGM); 3D Visualization Mod-

ule (3DM); 2D Plotting Module (2DM); Graph Analytical Module (GAM); and Diffusion

Module (DM). The AWM models population dynamics. It is responsible for capturing

locations, velocities, and other properties of agents, providing agents with environmental

data, such as location and velocities of other agents, time slots for the generation of their

next move, and synchronizing events across all modules of the system. The SGM calculates

the probabilities of the next moves of the agents. The agents use this data to generate

new velocities and next positions. The 3DM displays movement of agents and helps cap-

ture emergent behavior and evolutionary or transitional processes occurring in the system.

The GAM collects information about each agent’s surrounding, updates agent groups, and

builds networks of connected agents according to predefined rules. It analyzes the generated

networks for structural properties and calculates the graph’s common measures. The DM

is responsible for introducing substances (viruses, for example) into the agent population

and gathering data on their propagation in the population. It communicates with the 3DM

regarding changes in visual representation of agents. The 2DM accepts dynamic requests

from other modules for graphical representation of relationships between parameters of the

system. For example, it displays the densities of agents along axes, degree distribution in

networks, and other functional relationships. The construction and working mechanisms of

the modules are discussed in the following sections. The validation of the system for the cor-

rectness of the results is presented in the last section of this chapter. Some basic assumptions

and definitions related to the presented methodology can be found in Appendix 5.
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3.1. Modeling Random Walks

The AWM models the movement of N agents on a surface in 3-dimensional space,

such as a sphere. For this work, only projection of the surface on a 2-dimensional plane

is considered. The variables Wx and Wy define size of the plane. Time is represented by

a discrete series of clock ticks. At each time interval, ∆t = 1, all agents decide in which

direction to go and what step size |s| to take. These decisions are defined by the velocity

vector v. The shape of an agent is not important in this study and assumed to be a sphere

with diameter of a da. Only a homogeneous population of walkers is considered at this

time, which implies that all agents are the same type of walkers, with the exception of

speed differences. Different types of walkers, as well as other properties of agents, such

as gender (to distinguish agents in sexual contact networks) can be considered in future

works. No boundary conditions or obstructions are defined for the walk simulations in this

work. To avoid boundary conditions the plane is stretched and wrapped around to a closed

form of torus-like surface to simulate periodic border conditions found by x = x mod Wx;

y = y mod Wy. In such configuration, an agent wandering off the visual surface at one

end appears instantly from the opposite side (see Figure 3.1). The population density ρ =

N/(WxWy), together with the agent size da, define the degree of freedom of agents to move

and the phase state of the system as a whole. The agents can be tightly packed as is in

solid state, or increase their ability to move, similar to a liquid state, or, at low densities,

simulate a gaseous state. The size of the world is fixed at Sw = WxWy = W 2 and the size

of the agents (da) is variable. Therefore, the system properties are studied with respect to

the percent of unoccupied space or space density g = Nπd2a
4Sw

. The reason for such a setup is

in the ability to change the scale of the system and simulate large populous worlds or small

areas with a few agents.

This system can model the movement of physical objects in real-space with collision

detection and avoidance. However, there are cases when collisions are not considered and

agents are given the ability to pass through each other, basically having zero size. Such

cases exist in real life and can be described by the following example. One person runs into
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Figure 3.1. 2 and 3-D views of the system with agents in Random Walks.

another. They hug each other, make a turn of some degree and continue in the same or

another direction. These collisions do not determine the future direction of movement in

such cases. They are nigher hard nor soft, which makes an agent’s velocity dependent not

just on properties of agents, but also on a configuration of the model. The simplest system

setup is achieved with agents having a fixed speed and walking along dimensional axis - a

lattice world. Collisions are ignored in this case.

While the explicit meaning of space is implied in this work, other definitions of the

space are possible. The world agents reside in may not be just in geographical space, but

in any type of physical, social, or virtual space. For example, a dimension can represent the

state of a mind of an agent, an agent’s knowledge or its mood, a distance between agents

in existing empirical network, social status, a hierarchy in a company, and other options.

The closeness of agents in such models represent similarity in their dimensional properties.

Such specific types of a modeled space will be considered later, during the applications of

the proposed work. While the Agent-Based Model is built for generic n-dimensional space,

only 2-dimensional space is used in the present work for practical reasons, including ease of

examples and visualization.

The complete system works in the following manner. At t = 0 time, agents are

generated and positioned randomly throughout a space of specified size and shape (circle

or square). The agents’ initial vector velocities can be assigned randomly, in centrifugal,

centripetal, or predetermined directions with their values set to v0 or randomly selected

between vmin and vmax. The rules of movement are defined according to chosen biases (more

about biases in the sections 3.3 and 3.4). For each clock tick the SGM assigns probabilities
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to the direction of movement for all agents. An agent selects a path according to the set

probabilities. An event-driven process allows the other modules on parallel threads to observe

the movement of agents, calculate and/or display the state of the system, and relationship

among its properties. All agents are represented in the 3DM by 3D models of variable sizes

at different scales of da and in the GAM by nodes. The agent models in 3DM reflect some

properties of agents through size, texture, and color. For example, during an epidemiological

experiment, if an agent is infected, its corresponding model changes to the color red and is

increased in size. A contact-between-agents event causes the GAM to generate a link between

the agent nodes. After a certain period of time, the same module removes the expired edges

and calculate properties of the generated graph. The computed data is consumed by the

2DM for visualization of dependencies between parameters of the system, such as densities

of agents along the axes and degree distribution. The modules are schematically presented

in Figure 3.2.

Probabilistic Step Generation Module

Agent Walk Module

Diffusion Module Graph Module

Figure 3.2. The Agent Based Modeling and Visualization System. The ar-

rows represent the flow of data.

The agent rules of engagement are discussed in greater detail below. The agents do

not communicate and are considered free and independent of each other. There are not any

explicit enforcements or restrictions on an agent’s movement, unless specifically stated. The

implicit dependencies exist through the probabilities of directional movements as their com-
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putation takes into consideration all agent locations and their densities. Correlation with

the movement of others are introduced when agents need to stay close to their neighbors or

adjust their velocities according to the average movement of groups. The Graph Analytical

Module helps with this task as it collects information about the neighbors of each agent at

all times, calculates the centers of the masses, and the group velocity vectors. In Figure 3.3,

the two distances are schematically presented: the Neighboring Distance dn and the Pri-

vacy Distance dp. The first is used for defining an agent’s local group and the second for

implementing collision detection. Both are used in the definition of a contact. They will be

discussed in more detail in section 3.6.

1

2

dp dn

Figure 3.3. The two zones are drawn for agent 1: the light-gray Neighboring

zone with radius dn and the dark-gray Privacy zone with radius dp. Agent 2

is in the first agent neighboring region.

3.2. Statistical vise Physical Model

There are three possible ways to generate an agent step: deterministically, statisti-

cally, and combining the two. The deterministic model describes the movement of objects by

calculating their future locations using physical concepts, such as current velocity, accelera-

tion, forces, and energies. Such a system was created in 1987 by C.W. Reynolds for modeling

bird-like objects (boid)[75]. That model became known as the Swarm Intelligence System.

At every point in time, a boid changes its velocity according to a definite set of rules or
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conditions. They consist, for example, of the following: change of direction of movement due

to gravitation or the wind, attraction of home (staying in known areas) or close neighbors

(collaborations), or to avoid collisions with other boids, among others. At each step, an agent

makes adjustments to its current velocity toward biased directions created according to rules.

While such a model creates a realistic description of dynamic systems such as flying birds,

it must be enhanced for this research. The models of human populations are very complex

systems and cannot be described by deterministically defined agent behavior and by the

set of predetermined rules. Every unaccounted for parameter or condition in deterministic

models can cause the system to show unrealistic results (butterfly effect). Probabilistic or

statistical rules need to be added to the process of adjustment of agent velocities.

The second, more generic, statistical approach is used in the system presented in this

research, which emphasizes the fact that agents are not preprogrammed flying objects with

predictable trajectories, but rather have internal energy to absorb or resist the impact of

other objects on its designated movement. It is not possible to know motives of individuals

and, therefore, to completely predict their moves. We add a rational adjustment to the

unknown in the behavior of an agent. At each time step, the agent can be attracted by

a force or have a bias only probabilistically, which means it can make any random move.

An agent draws a number from a specific probability distribution, taking into account all

known biases in the system, which determines where and how much to move. Statistically,

such behavior can describe the average properties of a population and, possibly, predict some

emergent phenomenon. The probabilities placed on an agent’s possible steps are a principal

driving force of agent movement with this approach. By calculating such probabilities from

observational statistical parameters, the model can be tuned to adequately describe the

behavior of populations or predict real world scenarios that would be impossible in a physical

system due to properties that are unaccounted for. Such a probabilistic approach also

simplifies the model as all agents in any condition at any time act the same - they roll

a dice. The system configuration can be changed by adding new biases or modifying their

statistics, but the calculation of agent movement stays the same. However, this approach
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has a drawback as it requires more complex algorithms and computational power than a

boid − like system. Therefore, we restrict such models to walks on a 2-dimensional lattice.

Although an agent can walk only in 4 directions (left, right, forward, and backward), the

size of a step is not fixed. At any point in time, an agent has the ability to select a step of

different length.

Generating an agent’s probabilistic step in the presence of multiple biases, which

approximate a movement of an object in the physical world, can get computationally complex

and expensive, even for simple systems, such as a regular graph. In real-space, the probability

density function must be built for every agent in the system at each time interval. Next,

all agents need to calculate random numbers from these distributions using a Monte Carlo

simulation. Such computations performed with the thousands and possibly millions of agents

are not feasible. The fact that dynamic physical models require fewer computations and

can be enhanced to statistically calculate the velocity adjustments due to biased correlated

movements make it better suited for this work in real-space cases. The method for the

calculation of an agent’s velocity is described in more detail in the next section.

3.3. Generating Random Steps

This section describes probabilistic and algorithmic decisions for making an agent

move in the specific direction. At first, the case of a simple random walk with a fixed size

step (grid) in one dimension is discussed. The more complex scenarios involving other walk

types, dimensions, from a grid to real-space, and more are presented in turn. Then the

generic calculation of the directional probabilities of an agent’s move is presented for all

types of walks. Finally, the complex walk types are discussed.

3.3.1. Steps in Simple Random Walk (SRW)

In discrete systems, such as a lattice (grid or graph), an agent has a few choices:

stay in the same place by not moving or make a step in any of the available directions

(edges). The probabilities to move in any direction in the SRW are the same and the step

size is constant. Figure 3.4 depicts the distributed directional probabilities for a walker in
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one-dimensional case.

0.5 0 0.5

ti

Figure 3.4. The distribution of directional probabilities in SRW in one di-

mension.

An agent randomly selects a direction out of all possible numbered choices of movement and

makes a step on that path. In a more formal way, to compute a step s(t) of a length |s| that

a walker makes at time t during the time interval ∆t in a discrete one-dimensional system

for a Simple Random Walk we use the following logic

(34) s(t) = choice(−1, 0, 1) · |s|

As the system time is discrete (∆t = 1), the step defines an agent’s velocity at time t,

s(t) = v(t). The step does not depend on prior moves and the function choice() returns

a random value from the set of parameters -1,0,1. In the 2-dimensional case, there are

5 choices: stay in the same place, go forward, back, right, or left. The random number

selection function can be represented in the following form: choice(−1Y ,−1X , 0, 1X , 1Y ). It

is interesting to notice here that even in real-space we cannot use an algorithmic loop for

each dimension, such as this one

for all dimensions i do

si(t) = choice(−1, 0, 1)|s|

end for

There are several reason that can be pointed why it cannot be used. First, an algorithmic loop

introduces diagonal movements and variable step length; second, it increases the probability

to stay at the current position at time t thus creating delay in a walk, thus changing timing

dependencies of agent distribution which is an important parameter for this research (see
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definition of a link existence between agents in time); and finally, it creates directional bias

due to different vector lengths which then requires normalization of a step length.

In real-space, the simplest way to generate a fixed size step, at least theoretically, is

to use the polar coordinate system and randomly rotate an agent velocity vector of size |s|

between 0 and 360 degrees, which is achieved by generating a random number between 0

and 1 and multiplying it by 360. Then, the coordinates can be translated into the Cartesian

system used by the modules. The other way to calculate the step is to randomly generate

all dimensional coordinates of the velocity vector and normalize it to a specific size in the

case of a fixed step walk. This method, however, does not work for correlated walks as the

correlation cannot be applied to one dimension and not the others.

3.3.2. Steps in Biased Random Walk (BRW)

To introduce a bias, the probability of a step in one direction is made different from

the other. For example, an agent may be more likely to step to the right with the probability

pr than go to the left with the probability pl or to stay in the same place with the probability

ps. The sum of all probabilities is normalized to 1 (pl+ps+pr = 1), as displayed in Figure 3.5,

where pl = 0.6, ps = 0.1, and pr = 0.3.

0.6 0.1 0.3

Figure 3.5. The example of distribution of directional probabilities in BRW

in one dimension.

The function choice(pl, ps, pr) is modified to be dependent on the probabilities pl, ps, pr.

Implementation of such function for a one-dimensional lattice is straightforward, using a

random(0, 1) function that returns a number from the uniform distribution between 0 and

1. Setting the probabilities to be equal r to follow right, l - left, and s - to stay in the

same position, for BRW , the logic for a step calculation can be represented by the following
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function:

(35) s(t) = choice(pl, ps, pr) · |s|

where the choice has the following algorithm 1. A similar algorithm can be created for a

Algorithm 1 Choice(r,s,l)

rand = random(0, 1)

if (rand <= r) then

return |s|

else

if (rand <= r + s) then

return 0

else

return − |s|

end if

end if

multi-dimensional walk on a lattice. The behavior of such a system with a single static bias

in one direction is predicted by the theoretical results of Chapter 2. However, this is the only

case out of multiple scenarios that can be presented by this model. The complexity increases

with the introduction of different types of biases that can exist in the agent modeling system.

The first choice of a dynamic bias is one randomly reassigned after a static or variable period

of time. Intuitively, such a system should mimic the behavior of SRW with a normally

distributed agent step. The next choice is a bias toward a specific location or to an object

in space, called a positional bias. These locations or objects producing biases in the model

can be stationary or move in the space. One special case of positional static biases is a bias

toward a location set at infinity (practically, a distance much larger than the system size)

which represents a directional bias. It is the simplest bias, in a sense, that an agent does not

need to recalculate probabilities at each step of a walk. For all other biases, the calculation

needs to take place at each time due to changing directions and distances between an agent
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and a biased location that cannot be ignored. The other property of a bias can be introduced

to describe its attractive or repulsive qualities - at different times an agent can follow a bias

or step away from it (as in collision avoidance). This property can be modeled by increasing

or decreasing the probability to go in the direction of a bias with agent steps.

Any bias has an area of influence. In simple cases, the area is defined by a distance

between a biased location and an agent. Such areal type biases are used when an agent tries

to avoid or stay in a specific area and not move away from it. For circular or spherical areas,

these biases can be represented by positional biases with conditions that change the proba-

bility to go toward or away from that biased space when an agent crosses its border line. The

following are examples of positional biases represented by real or virtual objects: bias toward

the system center; bias to stay in agent home area; bias towards dynamic neighboring group

center; and bias to keep a distance from close neighbors (collision avoidance). The described

types and properties of biases, despite the diversity, are represented by a generic positional

bias object. This computational object includes numerical methods for calculating the prob-

ability of an agent to move towards or away from the biased locations and projecting the

probabilities on the axes of the lattice. Such setup simplifies the computation of directional

probabilities and generation of agent steps. The computation of probabilities is addressed

in more detail later in this chapter.

3.3.3. Steps in Correlated Random Walks (CRW)

Simple correlation implies that an agent is more likely to move in the same direction

and with the same speed as in the prior time interval and that the probability of doing so

is a constant. The correlation of an agent with a prior step at any point of space and time

can be viewed as a local bias in the direction of the prior movement. The only difference

between the diagrams presented for BRW and that follow for CRW is a reason for a bias.

Therefore, the algorithm for selecting the way to move is the same as in BRW shown above.

The diagrams in Figure 3.6 represent two CRW cases of an agent coming from opposite

directions as indicated by an arrow at 0 point. In such cases, the probability of an agent

to move in one direction or the other is dynamically calculated at each agent step based on
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the probabilities to correlate or not. The first diagram describes the probability of 0.6 to

maintain prior velocity for an agent coming from the left. The probabilities are reversed on

the second diagram. The probability not to correlate on these diagrams is assigned to the

1)
0.4 0 0.6

2)
0.6 0 0.4

Figure 3.6. The example of distribution of directional probabilities in CRW

in one-dimensional case.

opposite direction which makes the cases more specific. In general, when an agent is not

correlating with the prior step, the probability of its next move can be random or defined

by other biases in the system.

The more complex examples of Biased Correlated Random Walks (BCRW) are pre-

sented by the diagrams in Figure 3.7 in which the probabilities to maintain the same direction

of movement depend on the prior velocity vector. The additional diagram is added here to

describe the case when an agent was not moving in the prior step. The first diagram defines

1)
0.3 0.4

|
0.3

2)
0.3 0.1 0.6

3)
0.5 0.1 0.4

Figure 3.7. Three examples of distribution of directional probabilities in

CBRW in one-dimensional case: 1) the case of a stationary agent having the

probability 0.4 to keep that state; 2) the case on an agent moving to right

having the probability of 0.6 to continue to move right; 3) the case of an agent

moving to left having the probability of 0.5 to continue to move left.

the probability 0.4 of a stationary agent to keep that state for the next time interval. On
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the second diagram, the agent came from the left and has a probability of correlation 0.6.

The third diagram is for an agent coming from the right. To support such BCRW-explicit

cases, a multi-dimensional matrix of probabilities must be defined. For the examples above

3.7, the probabilities of movement in different directions for any agent at any time during

the simulation are predefined by the following matrix

M =


pss psl psr

pls pll psr

prs psl prr

 =


0.4 0.3 0.3

0.1 0.5 0.4

0.1 0.3 0.6


where the first index represent the state of an agent at a time of a decision making and the

second - an agent next state. For example, psl is the probability of a stationary agent to

move left. The time dependency of correlation can further complicate the system. To avoid

such complexities, a more generic approach is taken. This means, first, that the directional

probabilities are not set but rather dynamically calculated from the statistical parameters

of the system as follows. A set of locations is defined in the model with the probabilities of

agents to visit them. The sum of the probabilities is not normalized to 1 as the walker visiting

one location is not precluded from visiting another. Therefore, the resulting directional

probabilities must be calculated. Second, BCRW is achieved by introducing directional

biases with correlation. The next section analyses such computations in more detail.

3.3.4. Calculating the Probabilities

Despite the fact that the reasons for agent biases can be different, the computational

part that determines an agent’s movements can be generic for all types of biases. At each

node in a lattice, an agent calculates and distributes probabilities to all possible directions

and calls the simple algorithm 1 mentioned above to decide on the route. For the real-space

model, an agent needs to generate the probability distribution function and draw a random

number from the distribution which specifies the direction of movement. That probability

distribution is a result of different type of biases and correlations defined in the system. The

considerations and the algorithms for generically computing the resultant probabilities are
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presented next. The solutions are given for a one-dimensional lattice case; however, this can

be extended to a multi-dimensional system.

The space of possible outcomes for an agent on a one-dimensional lattice is Ω =

{l, s, r}, where l, r, and s represent an agent moving left, right, or standing (waiting) respec-

tively. For each element x ∈ Ω the probability p(x) is set and normalized
∑

x∈Ω p(x) = 1.

An agent needs to roll a ”dice” to determine which way to move. However, such definition is

valid only for simple cases, such as for SRW or BRW. For CRW, BCRW, and more complex

walks, the sample space Ω needs to be extended to include conditions and reasons for an agent

to move in a specific direction. The elements of Ω, in that case, consist of random events

and all biases that exist in the system, including the correlation, x ∈ {l, s, r, c, b1, . . . , bn}.

Therefore, the goal is to find the probability P (E) for each event E ⊆ Ω from the set of

measurable events {L, S,R} leading an agent to choose an action: moving left (L), right

(R), or waiting (S). Table 3.1 summarizes all abbreviations of events and random variables

used in the equations of the current section.

Events are mutually exclusive if they cannot both happen at the same time. The

event M of an agent stepping in some direction and the event S of waiting (not moving) are

mutually exclusive events and the probabilities of them happening in the system are

(36) P (M ANDS) = 0; P (M ORS) = P (M) + P (S) = 1

The event of an agent stepping to the right R, the event of stepping to the left L, and the

event of waiting are all mutually exclusive as well. P (S) +P (R) +P (L) = 1. Therefore, the

probability to wait S equals the probability NOT to move

(37) P (RANDL) = 0; P (S) = P (NOT (RORL)) = 1− (P (R) + P (L))

Events are not mutually exclusive if they may occur at the same time. The event of corre-

lating with prior move c and the event of moving toward a bias bi in the same direction are

not exclusive. The probability of both happening are

(38) P (cAND bi) 6= 0; P (cOR bi) = P (c) + P (bi)− P (c)P (bi)
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Name Description

s A random waiting event

l A random step to left

r A random step to right

c A step due to correlation

bi A step in the direction of the bias i

p(x) Probability of random event x ∈ {l, s, r, c, b1, ..., bn}

S Set of events causing an agent not to move

L Set of events causing an agent to move left

R Set of events causing an agent to move right

M Set of events forcing an agent to move

X A random variable having values from {L, S,R}

P (X = E) Probability of an event E ∈ {L, S,R}

Table 3.1. The events associated with movement of an agent

On a lattice, the event of an agent stepping toward one biased location or another can be

mutually exclusive or not at different times and positions as seen on Figure 3.8. In that

example, an agent can be at the two positions 1 or 2 of a lattice. There are two events that

can happen at those positions. An agent at position 1 can move toward the location A or

B. At position 2, an agent can move toward location A and B. Therefore, the events of

an agent moving toward location A and B at position 1 are mutually exclusive. At position

2, one event does not preclude the other. Consider the following example. The location

A represents a coffee shop and location B a movie theater and a person can visit one, the

other, or both. The statistics collected claims that 75% of population visits the coffee shop

and 35% the movie theater. Then the probability of an agent to visit the ”coffee shop” A
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from any position is set to 0.75. Therefore, as the sum of probabilities of events can be

larger than 1, the probabilities at point 1 are normalized manually and at point 2 implicitly

through equation 38.

1 2

A

B

Figure 3.8. An agent at position 1 cannot move in direction of A and B

at the same time.Therefore, the events of an agent moving toward location A

and B at position 1 are mutually exclusive. At position 2, one event does not

preclude the other.

In general, the probability to step in one direction, due to the existence of multiple biases

(b1, b2, ..., bn) in that direction is calculated using the following formula

(39) P = P (b1OR b2OR ... OR bn)

The assumption is made here that the probability of an agent moving toward a specific

location is taken into consideration while calculating the probability to move in the specific

direction only if that direction brings an agent closer to that location. This assumption is

made to avoid an argument that the space is in closed form or ”all roads lead to Rome”.

Events are independent if the outcome of one does not impact the outcome of the

other. For SRW and BRW, there is only one decision to make or a trial during the selection

of the step and the prior events have already happened; therefore, there is no concern about

event dependencies. For CRW, BCRW, and complex walks, the dependencies of events,

when one event can prevent another from happening, are not considered in this work. There
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is an exception for correlation discussed below. All bias events are treated as independent

from each other. The correlation, as it was mentioned already, is reduced to a local bias

for all agents at each time interval. The bias events can be dependent on the event of

correlation, which means that the biases can impact only uncorrelated agents. Such a system

configuration models the CRW with biases. If all events are independent, the biases and the

correlation influence each other for a final result, and the system resembles the BCRW.

The BCRW is more realistic, as in the real-world the appearance of a bias does impact the

correlated movement. This mode allows a researcher to configure the system to run the CRW

in absence of biases or the BCRW when biases are included. Are these two configurations

causing different outcomes? This question is addressed in the following chapter.

Next, several scenarios are examined to describe the process of calculating directional

probabilities when the system environment changes. The following diagrams display the

final distribution of probabilities before an agent makes a step at some point in space and

time. The application starts at t0 with no biases and the agents behave completely randomly,

p(r) = 0.5, p(l) = 0.5, p(s) = 0. Figure 3.6 represents the state of the system at that time.

However, consider the following scenario. At some point t1, a bias b1 is created toward the

right which attracts 10% of the agents p(b1) = 0.1. Having that at (t1 − 1) 50% of the

agents move right and 50% move left, 10% of each group will move to the right at t1, which

is displayed by the next diagram (Figure 3.9). This corresponds to the case of calculating

1)
0.5 0 0.5

t1 − 1

2)
0.45 0 0.55

t1

Figure 3.9. Bias toward movement to the right with the probability p(b1) =

0.1 causes 10% of agents moving to the left at (t1 − 1) to change direction at

t1.

probabilities of independent and not mutually exclusive events. An agent steps to the right
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due to a random event or due to the bias b1. Therefore, the probability moving right is

P (X = R) = P (r) + P (b1)− P (r)P (b1)(40)

= P (r) + (1− P (r))P (b1)

= P (r) + P (l)P (b1)

In the opposite direction, an agent steps to the left if it randomly selects to go left AND is

NOT impacted by the bias.

P (X = L) = P (l)(1− P (b1)) = P (l)− P (l)P (b1)(41)

With the addition of a waiting time, the above formulas 40 and 41 are rewritten as follows

P (R) = P (r) + P (b1)− P (r)P (b1)(42)

= P (r) + (1− P (r))P (b1)

= P (r) + (P (l) + P (s))P (b1)

P (L) = P (l)(1− P (b1))

= P (l)− P (l)P (b1)

P (S) = P (s)(1− P (b1))

= P (s)− P (s)P (b1)

The diagrams in Figure 3.9 with the addition of 10% of waiting agents p(s) = 0.1 at t2 is

transformed, as depicted in Figure 3.10. Such calculations can be repeated if more biases are

added to the system at another time. However, the waiting times are continuously reduced

with additions of other biases. For example, if on Figure 3.10 a biased location added to

the left then the probability moving left increases, the probability to stay and move right

decreases. By adding a biased location to the right the probability to stay decreases again.

There are two ways to avoid this. First, the calculation of the probabilities is performed

with assumption of zero waiting agents, p(s) = 0. At the end of the calculations, the results
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1)
0.45 0 0.55

t2 − 1

2)
0.405 0.09 0.505

t2

Figure 3.10. This diagrams displays how the probability distribution

changes after the probability p(s) = 0.1 of agents to stay at the same place

added to system configuration.

are normalized, taking into account the assigned static probability P (S) of stationary state

or another bias toward a stationary state bs is added into the system.

If agents were given weights to introduce inertia into their movement, the system

transitions into yet another behavior. The prior movements of agents are no longer irrelevant.

The self-correlation with certain probability is introduced. However, treating a correlation as

a local bias and using the commutative property for calculating the probability of the union

of multiple events (P (AORB) = P (BORA)), the same computations as for multiple biases

can be applied. The process of calculating the probabilities for BCRW using Equation 42

depicted by the diagrams in Figure 3.11. The direction of an agent’s movement before t2

with the probability to maintain the same movement is depicted by the separate arrow.

The last type of BCRW is a walk when, in addition to the dependency on the direction of

movement, the correlation and the probability of turning depend on a time interval since the

last turn. Such a walk is possible to set algorithmically through ”flashing” biased locations.

The probability to follow a specific bias can be set to zero and back to the original value at

a predetermined time interval. The walks of such types describe periodic conditions present

in life: day and night, rest and work, and others.

The discussion and examples above were given for a one-dimensional lattice. How-

ever, it is straightforward to extend same methodology to multidimensional lattices with

the following change. The bias probabilities for an agent to move in a specific direction are

projected to the dimensional axis. For example, if an agent has the probability p to be biased
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1a)
0.4 0.1 0.5

t1
0.70

1b)
0.12 0.03 0.85

t2

2a)
0.4 0.1 0.5

t1
0.70

2b)
0.82 0.03 0.15

t2

Figure 3.11. The examples of computing the directional probabilities for

BCRW : 1) for an agent moving to the right with the correlation probability

0.7 the probability distribution is recalculated using Formulas 42 from the bias

probabilities a into the distribution b; 2) same calculation only for an agent

moving from right.

BiasedDirection

p
p sin(α)

0

α

p cos(α)

Figure 3.12. The projection of the directional probability on the lattice axes.

in the direction at α degrees to ”NorthEast”, then the probability to move along the axes

are px = p cos(α) and py = p sin(α), as depicted by Figure 3.12.
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3.3.5. Steps in a Complex Walk

Further complexities in an agent’s walk are created by the introduction of different

type of biases and correlations. The examples of some such complex and realistic walks were

given in the section ”Step in BRW” 3.3.2. Therefore, the BCRW is the last and most generic

type of a random walk. With the addition of timing dependencies of biases and correlations,

BCRW can describe any type of agent movement, including linear acceleration. In fact,

by allowing agents to have variable steps in BRW , the correlation is implicitly introduced.

The distributions of step sizes used in this work are described next. An agent’s speed is

randomly selected from a range of values. The agent population is divided into groups

and each group is assigned a specific value or a range of values for the speed. One of the

well-known models of agent mobility patterns is the Levy flight [78] which was used for

modeling animal movement, albeit with some controversies [20, 26]. In the current ABM ,

based on the assignment of biases and/or correlation in the system, the SGM adjusts a step

size according to the rules, in addition to calculating the probabilities to move in different

directions. For continues space, due to the complexity and cost of dealing with probability

distribution functions of moving with multiple biases, the computation of a step is done as

follows. First, all agents are initiated with velocities set at a fixed value v0, or randomly

assigned values between vmin and vmax. Next, the probability of agents to conform to a

specific bias is set. The agents draw random numbers from the uniform distribution per

bias to decide whether to follow that bias or not. The final velocity vectors are adjusted

according to ”drawn” biases. Therefore, any bias defined in the system is parameterized by

two values: the probability of each agent to have that bias and the weight which determines

by what amount an agent speed is changed. The weight is defined as the proportion of an

agent initial speed v0, or value between vmin and vmax. The weight cannot be applied to the

actual agent velocity as it will stall the movement. The sign of the weights indicates the

direction of the biases. That schema, without loosing any generality, describes any random

type movement by adjusting the probability and the weight of random process and biases.

The code for selecting a step can be as simple as follows where ∆vi is the adjustment of the
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Algorithm 2 Adjusting an agent step size for each bias

for i < BiasCount do

rand = random(0, 1)

if rand <= P (bi) then

v = v + ∆vi

end if

end for

velocity due to the bias i. Finally, the dependency of an agent’s speed on the number of

contacts it has and the exchange of kinetic energy between agents during a contact are setup

to be tested in the ABM.

3.4. Defining Generic Bias

All bias moves, such as following a neighbor, moving towards home, or staying in

some area, all bias moves can be expressed through common properties and can be defined

by a generic algorithmic structure or Bias object. The following are properties of that

object and their roles. For any bias, an agent needs to move with some probability along

the direction of bias. The direction is defined by a vector pointing to a specific location in

space called bias center. As agent’s biased directions can be also dynamic there must be a

property defining the change of the directions. This is accomplished by assigning a velocity

vector to the bias center. Every bias can have areas of influence which are defined by the

radius from the center. There must be three sets of values defining probability and weight

of three types of movement: the move toward or away from the center; the move inwards

or outwards of the bias area; the move to match or correlate with the bias center velocity

(Figure 3.13). The attraction/repulsion to/from the center of a bias works while agents are

inside the bias area. The bias area can attract agents that are outside of it, and/or can

repel agents that move inside. In general, when biased areas are not in shape of a circle or a

sphere, the biased direction is not along the radius to the center, but perpendicular to the

surface of the biased area as the shortest and simple entering or exiting route. Lastly, there

are a few virtual types of biases that can be described by this structure and simulate the
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Figure 3.13. The components of the velocity vector of agent A biased toward

the dynamic position B and the area with radius Rb: v1 - movement out of the

area; v2 - movement toward the center; v3 - correlation with the movement of

the biased position B with velocity vb.

biases present in real life. The enumeration property Bias Type accepts values that indicate

what action agents need to take in response to the bias: Home - specifies that the biased

location is an agent home position defined at the beginning of simulation and provides the

probabilities to stay around that area; Group - defines an agent fixed-radius near neighbor’s

group center as the biased location; Correlation - biases of this type define parameters of

correlation in the movement that agents need to follow. To summarize, Table 3.2 depicts

the properties of the generic bias structure (or class) described in this section.

3.5. Finding closest neighbors

The dynamic nature of many practical applications of agent systems, including the

one described in this work, relies on the knowledge of all agent pair distances. It is assumed

that an agent’s properties and behavior are influenced only by closely located agents at any

given time. The neighborhood of an agent is defined by the fixed-radius. Many different

techniques for Fixed Radius Near Neighbor Search have been considered. The brute force

algorithm, which scans all pair distances, is very straightforward and can be executed in

O(N2) time or at least in O(N2/2) when repetitions are eliminated. For a large set of agents
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Name Description

Bias ID Identifies a bias

Bias Type Defines actions agents take in response

Center Defines a location agents biased towards

Center Velocity Defines movement of a biased location

Area Radius Defines the size of a biased area

Central Probability The probability to move toward a biased location

Central Weight Defines a step size towards the Center

Areal Probability The probability to move in or out of the Area

Areal Weight Defines a step size in or out of the Area

Central Speed Matching Probability The probability to match the Center movement

Central Speed Matching Weight The step size to match the Center movement

Table 3.2. Structural parameters defining a bias in the Agent Based Model

in millions or even thousands it is unpractical, especially in view of other calculations that

need to be executed in agent based systems. Faster algorithms need to be used for such

setups. The survey of techniques that deal with the problem of finding a fixed-radius near

neighbors was provided by Bentley in [8]. One of the best methods suitable for dynamic point

sets is the projection algorithm described by Knuth in [49]. This algorithm was selected and

used with added modifications to support calculations of multiple fixed-radius groups at the

same time.

The above algorithm can be summarized as follows. The agents are numbered from

1 to N . There are 3 arrays per each dimension x that describe the positions of agents in
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the space and their relative positions to each other. The first, Px[N ], stores the coordinates

of the agents along the axis x, where the indexes of Px are the agent numbers. The second,

Qx[N ], holds the agent numbers as a queue sorted according to the agents’ coordinates in

Px. The last one, Ax[N ], contains the agent ordinals in the queue Qx (the inverted list by

Knuth). Each agent can gather its neighbors by examining the queue Qx to the left and

to the right from its position and checking the distances. Such a process is repeated for all

dimensions. Consider the following example depicted in Figure 3.14.

2

4

1

5

3

−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 x

y

Figure 3.14. The positions of agents in the space and in the x’s arrays of the

Knuth’s fixed-radius nearest-neighbor algorithm: Px = {2,−4, 6,−1, 4}, Qx =

{2, 4, 1, 5, 3}, Ax = {3, 1, 5, 2, 4}

There are N = 5 agents running in a 2-dimensional field. Let us assume that the

agents are located at the following coordinate location Px = {2,−4, 6,−1, 4}. The second

array Qx has the following ordered agents: Q = {2, 4, 1, 5, 3}. The array Ax is built from

the reversed reference of links in array Q. It has the following elements: A = {3, 1, 5, 2, 4}.

The algorithm for finding all neighbors of agent 1 at a distance 4 steps away is as follows.

The agent 1 takes its ordinal in Qx from array A which is 3 (A[1] = 3) and looks in the

array Q to find its neighbors. It has the agent with number 4 on the left at the distance

|P [1] − P [4]| = |2 − (−1)| = 3 and the agent with number 2 at a distance 6 steps away

(|P [1] − P [2]| = |2 − (−4)| = 6). Only agent 4 is marked as a neighbor. On the right, the

agents with numbers 5 and 3 are located at the distances 2 and 4. The agents 5 and 3 are
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both initially included in the neighborhood. There are no more agents on the right and the

algorithm moves to another dimension to check only on the already included agents if they

are still neighbors in other dimension. After validating the included agents in all dimensions

and calculating Euclidian distances, agent number 3 is removed from the list as its distance

from 1 is larger than 4 units. By using this algorithm, only a small number of agents are

Algorithm 3 Finding fixed-radius nearest neighbors.

Require: theAgent, R, A, Q, P

dimension = 1

theAgentOrdinal = Adimension[theAgent]

for direction = 0 to 1 do

neighborOrdinal = theAgentOrdinal

repeat

if direction = 0 then

neighborOrdinal = neighborOrdinal − 1

else

neighborOrdinal = neighborOrdinal + 1

end if

neighbor = Qdimension[neighborOrdinal]

distance = |Pdimension[neighbor]− Pdimension[theAgent]|
if distance <= R then

neighbor = true

sumSquaredDistance = distance2

for dimension = 2 to D do

otherDistance = |Pdimension[neighbor]− Pdimension[theAgent]|
if otherDistance <= R then

sumSquaredDistance = sumSquaredDistance+ otherDistance2

else

neigbor = false

exit

end if

end for

if neighborandsumSquaredDistane <= R2 then

Add the neighbor to the agent’s neighbor list

end if

end if

until distance <= R

end for
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checked, instead of checking all agents pairs in the agent system. Algorithm 3 describes the

process given by the example above generically.

If N agents are distributed uniformly or randomly in the space the average number of

agents in any neighborhood area Sn is n = Sn
N
Sw

= (2R)2 N
Sw

, where Sw is the area of the agent

world and R is the radius of a neighborhood. Algorithm 3 takes O(NDn) time to run, where

D is the dimension of the space. After an agent changes position, it takes around O(DSs
N
Sw

)

place-exchanges to reorder the array Q, where Ss is the area with a radius of a single agent

step. The total time to calculate all fixed-radius neighborhoods is O(N2 Sn+Ss
Sw

)� O(N2) as

the neighborhood area and the area with the radius of an agent step Ss are much smaller

than the size of the world. If all agents concentrate in small areas, the algorithm perform

worse than O(N2) which is not the case for the experiments presented in this dissertation.

3.6. From Random Walk to Network

Thus far, the networks of connections between agents or connectivity networks have

been discussed abstractly. In this section, the ways to build the networks based on the

definition of the connections are presented. First, the network nodes represent the agents.

As the main focus of this study is the structure and the topology of generated networks,

the properties of a node are rudimentary. They identify the corresponding agent, its specific

state, and the set of connections it maintains with other agents. The links in the model

are contacts between agents that potentially can cause the transmission of pathogens. The

system is built in such way that an object of transmission can represent any type of matter

or data. The model satisfies common requirements for experiments in social, economic, or

other areas of science.

The agents have to come into some kind of contact for a link between their corre-

sponding nodes in a graph to be created. The contact does not last forever. Such a process

always takes a certain period of time tc. During that interval, agents need to be near each

other in a real physical or a virtual space to at least establish a means of communications.

We introduce two parameters for nearness. One is a neighborhood distance dn at which agents

can start ”seeing” or sensing each other. The other is a privacy distance dp. When agents
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come close to each other at a distance equal or less to than dp (bump into each other), it

defines a contact. The process requires that the agents need to create a connection in order

to make a link in the network. A contact may or may not produce a connection. There

are many ways to define the connection. The main definition specifies the connection as dn

proximity of agents to each other during tc time and identifies it as a timing connection. A

private connection is defined as a contact. There can be a case when agents need to make

multiple contacts to define a quantifiable connection. One contact between agents may be

sufficient for epidemiological modeling but may not be enough for establishing a link in social

environments. As the options are numerous, only the main definition is used as a default

for creating a network link in the experiments. There is another condition that may need

to be satisfied to allow a connection to be made between agents. An agent has a visibility

property αv that defines at what angles from the direction of movement one can see/feel.

By default the visibility is set to maximum value which means that an agent can see around

in any direction. The privacy distance is used for the purpose of collision avoidance when

agents need to start moving away from each other.

At some point, agents can lose their connections over time or/and at specific distances.

We define another set of parameters for that purpose: link decay time or agent memory

tm and link break distance db. The memory is defined here is not in the sense of data

capacity, rather as the ability of agent to hold data during a specific period of time. When

the separation of agents in space determines the existence of connections between them, the

O(N〈k〉) run-time algorithms are required, where 〈k〉 is the average number of links per node.

Therefore, the system is restricted to using only the link decay time for breaking contacts

between agents. Each network link holds information about the time it was established and

the time it was refreshed (agents made contact again after the connection was made). At

each step, an agent checks its memory (information about all links) and removes the link

if tm period of time passed and no other contacts are made with the same agent during

that time. The parameters used in the generation of random walk connectivity networks are

gathered in Table 4.1.
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To extract a connectivity network from a Random Walk process, the Graph Analytical

Module (GAM) is built into the proposed Agent-Based System. A random walk generated

network can be presented by 3DM or 2DM as depicted by the Figure 3.15. The GAM

Figure 3.15. Simulation of communication on 5-node graph.

represents agents through indexes of arrays whose values are pointers to adjacency-lists. An

entry of the adjacency-list is a pointer to a set of values defining a link. It includes indexes

of connected nodes and the connection time. The GAM includes functionality to maintain

multiple networks and to compute common graph properties: an average shortest path, a

clustering coefficient, and a degree distribution. It can generate random, small-world, scale-

free, and custom degree distribution graphs and use the GraphViz software to create a visual

graph presentation (Figure 3.16). However, as seen from that figure depicting graphs with

only 20 vertexes, the visual analysis of networks with thousands of nodes is not the option

for this work.

3.7. Analysis of Generated Networks

For the analysis of generated random-walk networks the common measures presented

in Chapter 2 are used. The GAM was designed to calculate them dynamically and to

generate three well-known theoretical graph types: E−R random graph [29], Small−World

graph [85], Scale−Free graph [7]. In addition, a graph with any predefined edge distribution

probability can be built using the algorithm presented in [60]. To ensure that all nodes are

connected in the E-R model, links are added until there are no isolated nodes. The links
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.16. Types of graphs generated byGAM with their average Shortest

Paths 〈L〉 and Clustering Coefficients (C): A) Erdos-Renyi random graph

〈L〉 = 1.771, C = 0.93; B) Watts-Strogatz Small-World 〈L〉 = 1.638, C = 1;

C) Barabasi Scale-Free network 〈L〉 = 1.677, C = 1.8; D) Newman-Watts-

Strogatz Power-Law k−3 graph 〈L〉 = 2.381, C = 0.47

are then randomly deleted without disconnecting nodes until the necessary link quantity is

reached in the graph. These networks and those produced by agents walks are evaluated

by examining the common measures of graphs are presented in Table 3.3. These are the

primary properties that define the topology of the resulting graphs. The only non-trivial

values in the set are Shortest Path, Degree Distribution, and Nearest Neighbor Degree for

which calculations the algorithms from Graph Theory were used (see [89, 23] for examples).

The Breadth-first search algorithm was used to find the connected components of a network
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Name Variable

Number of Vertexes N

Number of Edges E

Average Degree 〈k〉

Graph Density g

Average Shortest Path 〈L〉

Diameter (Longest Shortest Path) Lmax

Graph Clustering Coefficient C

Degree Distribution P (k)

Average Nearest Neighbor Degree 〈knn(k)〉

Table 3.3. Graph Common Measures

and a giant component. Dijkstra’s and the FloydWarshall algorithms were used to find all

shortest paths in the networks.

The agent connectivity network changes at each time interval (new links created or

destroyed). To find a stable or a semi-stable degree distribution during an experiment, the

agent walks are interrupted and the degree distribution of the network is built. Then the

walks are resumed. After a fixed period of time elapses, the walk is suspended and the new

degree distribution is averaged with the prior one. The process continues until the differences

between the current sample distribution mean m and the sample variance s2 and their prior

values keeps diminishing. If the distributions converge to a stable form, then according to

the Central Limit Theorem [44] the mean degree is normally distributed with the standard

deviation sm = s/
√
n, where s is the standard deviation of the averaged degree distribution of

the n sampled networks. Therefore, the process stops if the following conditions are satisfied
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|mn−mn−1| < ε, where ε� sm. If no convergence is detected, the experiment is terminated

and repeated with different sets of parameters. The final results, when the threshold ε for

convergence is reached, are retained and compared with the theoretical networks mentioned

above using Student’s t-distribution [83]. The relationships between parameters of random

walks and resulting type of underlying connectivity network with their common measures

will be presented in tables.

3.8. Setting Up Diffusive Processes

The final goal of this work is to find relationship between properties of random walkers

and properties of diffusive processes in the population. The DM models propagation of a

generic entity through the connectivity network of agents. Such an entity is represented by

an object with a set of attributes. A random agent is seeded with the entity and it can pass

the whole object to another agent or just pass a copy. For an epidemiological application, an

agent acquires a disease object and transmits a copy to another agent. Algorithmically, the

diffusive entity is attached to a network node representing an agent. This solution makes it

easy to run the process of diffusion not just during agent walk, but on a resulting network.

The entity has a timing property which defines stages of its development from creation to

destruction. While the entities are propagating through the population of agents or the

network, their quantities and states are recorded and presented by graphics in the 2DM

visualization module.

In life, epidemics exist in space and time. The sequence of contacts that a person

has is important. Some contacts can be forgotten in time. Empirical networks usually have

missing links and do not have timing probabilities set on link existence. Such a process

is simulated by the agent system as the number of links that an agent has at one time

can be different than in another time and in the final network. Therefore, the propagation

processes on a network should be different from the propagation processes in the agent

model. To match an epidemic in the dynamic agent system to an epidemic on a network all

links should be maintained and marked with the time they were added as the diffusion on a

network cannot progress using links added in the future. While generation of such a network
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is possible, it produces only one of realizations of epidemics. The goal is to create a network

on which epidemics on average should match the epidemics in the agent system as much as

possible regardless of the timing restrictions. One of the conditions for such a network is

to have an average degree distribution of the networks generated by a specific type of agent

walks. Therefore, the differences between the epidemiological diffusion process in the agent

population and on the resulting network are investigated. Specifically, the variation of what

parameters of the diffusion process on a network can make such process to be similar to the

diffusion process in the agent population if timing of links is not an option of the network.

The propagation of an infection is investigated using the compartmental epidemiolog-

ical SIS (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) and SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) models

[2, 40] described in Chapter 2. For visualization of epidemics in the agent system, all agent

models in the 3DM module are colored to represent the transition of agents between the

compartments. The progress of an epidemic or its emergent behavior can be visually studied

during the experiments, as seen in Figure 3.17.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.17. Forms of agent gathering during a heavily correlated and heav-

ily biased (toward the mass center) random walk of agents. Color defines

infectivity of agents.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This chapter presents experiments carried out to determine the influence of walk types

or mobility patters of agents on their network of contacts and spreading dynamics. First,

the parameters of the agent based model are defined. The validation of the model against

already proven theoretical results reviewed in section 2.1 is demonstrated next. The main

experiments and their results are described in the following order: starting with SRW , the

properties of the contact networks of agents are investigated for BRW , CRW , and BCRW ;

the epidemics are staged during the random walks and on the resulting contact networks,

and the final results are provided.

4.1. Parameter Space Definition

The diffusion processes in agent-based systems and the epidemiological results are

consequences of the behaviors of agents. Therefore, the focus of this research is on the

parameters that define the walks of the agents and the connections between them. These

parameters are detailed in Table 4.1. Specifics on the parameter space are provided for each

staged experiment. The experiments run on a workstation that can reasonably model walks

of tens of thousands of agents. However, according to [42], the sample size of 1104 agents

can describe a population of 200,000 with a confidence level of 95% and the precision of 3%

if at least 50% of that population has the attribute being investigated. The 2002 US Census

indicated [72] that counties with populations below 200,000 represent approximately 93%

of all counties in the USA and 55% of the total US population. It is, therefore, reasonable

to use only around 1000 agents to represent the population of an average US county. As

the system consists of agents whose sizes are variable, the space area is given here only for

descriptive purposes and is set to 4,000,000 square units. This results in a density of 1 agent

per 3636 square units or an average of 60 units between agents, if they are placed uniformly

or randomly throughout the space. Based on an experiment’s goal, the positions, the types of

walks, and the velocities of agents change accordingly. The following algorithm (4) presents
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Table 4.1. The Parameters of Random Walk Network Generation

Description Variable

Unit of Time τ = 1

Agent’s Velocity or Step Size v = δ
τ

= δ

Number of Agents N

Space Occupied by an Agent sa

Agent Recollection Period or Link Break Period tm

Agent Neighborhood Area and Distance sn, dn

Agent Privacy Area and Distance sp, dp

Agent Visibility Angle αv

Link Connection Time tc

Link Break Distance db

Probability to Follow in Direction of Bias Pb

Probability to Correlate with Prior Movement Pc

Probability to Correlate with Neighborhood Movement Pn

Probability to Be in the Center of the Population Pp

Probability to Be Among Neighbors Pg

Probability to Avoid Close Contact Pv

Probability to Be in Biased Move ε

Probability to Be in Motion k

Average Free Space Around an Agent sf = Sw−Nsa
N

Average Density of Agents g = N
Sw

Common Drift Velocity u = vε

Diffusion Coefficient D = v kδ
2
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the levels of data gathering during the simulation runs.

Algorithm 4 Levels of Data gathering

Set the number of experiments

Set the variable parameter of walk and its step

for (number of experiments) do

Set parameters of walk

while (parameters converge to stable values) do

Start new walk and initiate network

for (number of steps) do

Set directional probabilities

for (all agents) do

Randomly move an agent according to the directional probabilities

end for

Calculate distances and adjust network

end for

Calculate parameters of network and keep averages

end while

Save parameters of the walk and the averaged network properties

end for

Save and display the dependency of network properties on the variable parameter of ran-

dom walk

4.2. System Validation by Statistical Analysis

The system validation is a basic and most important part of any experiment. In

the context of this work, the validation refers to a process of showing and proving that

the agent based system produces results which are in agreement with the verified theory

presented in Chapter 2. In that chapter, the probability density functions of walkers to be at

specific locations in space were provided. The distribution of agents in space during random
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walks should correspond to those theoretical probability density functions. Therefore, the

densities of agents are recorded during SRW and BRW simulations. At the beginning of an

experiment all agents are positioned at the center of the space. The direction of movement of

each agent is selected randomly from a uniform distribution. At t = 0 all agents start a walk.

After a fixed period of time, large enough to satisfy the theoretical condition T � 0, the

walks are terminated and the densities of agents computed. The size of the unit of space to

calculate densities is selected to reduce the fluctuation of agent numbers in consecutive cells

and to have a reasonable number of points to plot on a graph. The experiment is repeated

to further smooth the fluctuations in the density distribution plot. The results are presented

by the 2D module together with the theoretical functions defined by equations 3 and 13 of

Section Mathematics of Random Walks 2.1. As displayed in Figure 4.1, the displacements of

agents in random walks are in agreement with the theoretical Probability Density Functions.

To provide a more rigorous statement about the conclusion, some statistical quantitative

methods must be employed. The Hypotheses Testing based on Student’s t-Test for Equal

Means [83, 56] is used. The null hypothesis H0 to be tested here is the assumption that two

distribution means are not significantly different. The significant difference implies that it is

highly unlikely for two means to be not equal just by chance. In this experiment, the level

of significance or the level of risk is selected to be α = 0.01. The test statistic for t− test is:

(43) tstat =
X − µ√
s2/N

where X is the mean of a sample, µ is the theoretical population mean, s is the standard

deviation of a sample, and N is the number of observations or a sample size. The null

hypothesis that the two means are equal is rejected if |tstat| > t1−α/2,υ, where t1−α/2,υ is the

critical value of the t-distribution with υ = N − 1 degrees of freedom. The test statistics

from the parameters of the two experiments displayed in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) are presented

in Table 4.2. The absolute values of the test statistics of the experiments |tstat,a| = 0.1678

and |tstat,b| = 0.5494 are smaller than the critical value of t1−α/2,υ = 2.326; therefore, the

null hypothesis is accepted and the two population means are the same at the 0.01 risk
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. a) the densities of agents after t = 300 time steps in SRW with

the theoretical probability density function (smooth line); b) the densities of

agents after t = 300 time steps in SRW averaged over 40 runs. The means

and standard deviations are displayed below the graphs.
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Table 4.2. Student’s t-test H0 : X = µ; H1 : X 6= µ

Experiment α X µ s σ tstat υ t1−α/2,υ

Figure 4.1 (a) 0.01 −0.460 0 86.68 86.6 −0.1678 999 2.326

Figure 4.1 (b) 0.01 −0.238 0 86.64 86.6 −0.5494 39, 999 2.326

level. Thus, we can state that the results produced by the walk simulation module correctly

reproduce the theoretically defined random walk process with a confidence level no less than

99%. This partially validates the model correctness in representing the SRW of the agents.

As seen from data in Figure 4.1, other tests were performed during the experiments

above using the goodness-of-fit measures Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests.

These tests evaluate how likely a set of data comes from or fits a specific distribution. The

null hypothesis in such cases is: H0 - the densities of agents are in fact Normally distributed.

The test statistic for Chi-Square goodness-of-fit test is defined for k bins as:

(44) χ2 =
k∑
i=1

(Oi − Ei)2

Ei

where Oi is a sampled frequency for i-th bin and Ei is the expected frequency [83]. The

H0 is rejected if χ2 > χ2
1−α,k−c, where χ2

1−α,k−c is the Chi-Square critical value with k − c

degrees of freedom and significance level α. c is the number of estimated parameters for

the distribution plus 1. For the normal distribution c = 2 + 1 = 3. The test statistic for

Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test is defined as follows:

(45) D = max
1≤i≤N

|Sn(x)− F (x)|

where F (x) is the theoretical cumulative distribution function and Sn(x) is the empirical

distribution being tested. The critical region is calculated using the following equation:

(46) R = {Dn : Dn > Dα,n =
dα√
N
}

where dα depends only on α and is calculated by Smirnov (1948). For the significant level

of α = 0.01 the value of dα is 1.63 [32]. Both tests did not reject H0 which states that the
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sampled distributions fit the theoretically predicted distributions as can be seen from Table

4.3. This means that the agents’ densities correspond to the theoretically predicted densities

not through chance. It can then be stated that the modeling system correctly simulates the

theoretically defined behavior of agents with a confidence level 99%.

Table 4.3. Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests H0: The densities of

agents in SRW are normally distributed at time t = 300; H1: The densities

of agents are not normally distributed at time t = 300

Experiment α χ2 χ2
1−α,k−c D Dα,n

Figure 4.1 (a) 0.01 6.571 48.278 0.0095 0.0515

Figure 4.1 (b) 0.01 0.8898 38.932 0.0002 0.0112

Figure 4.2 present the results of similar experiments for finding the distribution of

agents’ densities in BRW . The agents start a random walk at position 0 having a bias toward

the right. After time t = 300, the walk is terminated and the densities are calculated and

presented on plot (a) together with the theoretical probability density function 13 of Section

2.1. Such an experiment was repeated 40 times calculating the densities and averaging over

all runs. The number 40 was selected experimentally, when the distribution plot becomes

visually smooth enough. The final distribution is presented by the plot (b) of the figure.

Similar hypothesis testing as for SRW was performed checking the goodness-of-fit of sampled

data to fit normal distribution and the difference between the sample and the theoretical

means. Table 4.4 presents the parameters and the results of the t− test for the population

mean. The t − test values do not reject the null hypothesis; therefore, the means of the

experimental data and the theoretical distributions are the same at the significant level of α =

0.01. Table 4.5 displays results of the goodness-of-fit Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov

tests to examine if the agent-based model correctly performs the biased walk of agents and

the densities of the agents are normally distributed according to theoretical predictions.

Again, both tests do not reject the null hypothesis that the data are normally distributed;
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. a) the densities of agents after t = 300 time steps in BRW with

the theoretical probability distribution function (smooth line); b) the same

distribution averaged over 40 runs. The means and the standard deviations

are displayed below the graphs.
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Table 4.4. Student’s t-test H0 : X = µ; H1 : X 6= µ

Experiments α X µ s σ tstat υ t1−α/2,υ

Figure 4.2 (a) 0.01 449.4 450 82.3 86.6 −0.2305 999 2.326

Figure 4.2 (b) 0.01 449.8 450 82.94 86.6 −0.4823 39999 2.326

Table 4.5. Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests H0: The densities of

agents in BRW are normally distributed at time t = 300; H1: The densities

of agents are not normally distributed at time t = 300

Experiment α χ2 χ2
1−α,k−c D Dα,n

Figure 4.2 (a) 0.01 2.826 48.278 0.0153 0.0515

Figure 4.2 (b) 0.01 7.139 38.932 0.0005 0.0081

therefore, the experiments validate the model on correct representation of the agents’ random

walks. Without providing such rigorous testing, the other validating experiments on SRW

and BRW for different times are presented on Figure 4.3. The displacement of an agent

at different time intervals during the experiments is also in agreement with the theoretical

Probability Density Functions of the formulas 15 and 3.

The functionality of the Graph Analytical Module was tested by creating graphs

with known properties. The degree distribution of a random Erdos-Renyi (E-R) graph

fits the Poisson distribution. Figure 4.4 presents the results of an experiment of building

an (E-R) graph, calculating the degree probability, and comparing to Poisson distribution.

The properties of distribution, mean, standard deviation, and skewness of an E-R graph

match the Poisson Distribution. Chi − Square goodness-of-fit test statistics χ2 = 13.38

and χ2 = 32.7 for the two E-R distributions are below the chi-square critical values of

χ2
1−α,k−c = 29.141 and χ2

1−α,k−c = 37.566 with a significance level α = 0.01 and the degrees

of freedom k − c = 16 − 2 and k − c = 22 − 2 for the Poisson Distribution. Therefore, the

hypothesis that the degree distribution of the E-R networks produced by the module fits a
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of the theoretical Probability Density Functions

(smooth lines) with the densities of agents (broken lines) calculated during

agent random walk simulations of SRW and BRW with the directional biases

on right and left.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of the distribution of a single E-R graph (broken

line) and the degree distribution averaged over 35 E-R graphs with correspond-

ing Poisson distributions.

Poisson distribution holds. Figure 4.5 presents results of the experiments of building Scale-

Free graphs [7]. The degree distributions of the generated networks produced the expected

distributions as power-law function f(k) k−3. Chi − Square goodness-of-fit test statistics

χ2 = 14.05 and χ2 = 7.789 are below the chi-square critical values of χ2
0.99,13 = 27.688 and

χ2
0.99,16 = 32.000 which upholds the null hypothesis that the generated scale-free networks

confirms to the theory.

The correctness of the module for finding an agent’s nearest neighbors and therefore

building the agents’ connectivity network was tested using the brute force algorithm. It

was itself tested on a reduced set of agents and was manually validated. During the run

of the agent-based model, the program computes the distances between any pair of agents

and verifies if the results correspond to the results of the module that finds agents’ nearest

neighbors. This test completed the validation of the system. The next sections describe
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the function p(k) = k−3 to the degree distri-

bution of a single Scale-Free Network (broken line) and the averaged degree

distribution of 35 Scale-Free Network.

the main experiments with the generation of connectivity networks using random walks and

running epidemic simulations.

4.3. Simple Random Walk Networks

Social networks exist only in our minds as simplified models of reality that help us

solve problems in life. The small-world experiment by Jeffrey Travers and Stanley Milgram

[82] generated a network of connections between people to determine how close individuals are

to each other. Even a physical network of atoms (crystal structure) is only approximation of

what we can compute or comprehend about materials. Only the nearest to each other atoms

are used to describe a crystal structure of solid state materials. Even so, that approximation

is enough to describe its many properties. A solid body object, such as a cube of ice, is a

network of atoms and molecules in a complex interaction with each other and surrounded by
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Figure 4.6. The degree distributions of the graphs generated by SRW for

different agent velocities of 1, 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 steps. The corre-

sponding Poisson Distributions and the degree distributions of E-R graphs are

depicted for the each case.

fields that create a stable structure. When ice stays unchanged for relatively long period of

time, given a freezing temperature, it is in a solid-state. The network of water molecules is in

another state. The imaginary links between molecules are broken. New links appear and the

old ones destroyed faster than in the ice during the same time period. The water network

still exist in our minds, but its structure resembles a constantly changing network of random

walkers. The point of this Gedankenexperiment is in the following: the only meaningful

property of the mentioned networks of physical matters (ice and water) that differentiate

them from each other is molecular velocities. This thought brings the idea of an experiment:

how does a network degree distribution change with variations of speed for random walkers?

The first experiment is designed to build a network of agents in SRW . The agents are

scattered uniformly yet randomly in space. The agents move around their original position
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Table 4.6. Parameters of SRW networks for different agent velocities and

corresponding parameters of random E-R graphs (N=1000)

v Lsrw aspsrw aspe−r dsrw de−r csrw ce−r µsrw µe−r sdsrw sde−r

1 3958 11.56 3.58 23 7 2.35 1.74 7.98 7.98 2.83 2.81

10 4542 9.86 3.38 19 6 2.26 2.05 9.18 9.18 2.95 3.03

50 7671 5.71 2.81 11 5 3.93 3.59 15.41 15.41 3.83 3.90

100 12407 3.79 2.50 7 4 6.38 5.98 24.81 24.81 5.15 4.90

150 14302 3.07 2.4 5 4 7.35 6.92 28.99 28.99 5.58 5.32

200 14534 2.76 2.39 5 3 7.42 7.06 29.03 29.03 5.63 5.30

diffusing in space connecting to agents located in their neighborhood area. At dn = 100 units

for the neighborhood radius, each agent has around 4 neighbors. The agent memory is set to

tm = 5. Links are added to an agent node if the agent steps into a new neighborhood area and

removed after agents forget about the links created some time ago tm. The expected result is

a network of a semi-periodic structure. In fact, restricting agent movement by reducing free

space around them and not allowing them to collide should create a periodic structure that

resembles a highly regular atomic structure of a solid state. At the beginning of movement

t = 0 agents should have a normally distributed number of links among them. Then, as

links are removed and added randomly during a fixed period of time, the distribution of links

should turn into a Poisson Distribution. All nodes in the networks are connected due to the

neighboring distance set in such a way that each agent has at least 4 neighbors on average.

Figure 4.6 depicts the distributions of links in the agent networks (degree distributions) for

different agent velocities together with the degree distributions of random E-R networks and

Poisson distributions. The SRW networks match the corresponding Poisson Distributions

and E-R network distributions remarkably well, except for the last sets where the velocity

of agents are 150 and 200. It appears that the deviations of the maximums are due to the

memory settings, as explained in the next experiment. Notice that the distributions for the

last two velocity cases are similar in shape and parameter values. At step sizes comparable to
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the size of the space, the agents, on average, do not add links, as they ”see” the same agents

already added in their networks. In fact, with increase in the velocity, the mean number

of links peaks at the velocity around 165 units and then remains around that value. Table

4.6 presents parameters of the networks from Figure 4.6. The difference between SRW and

E-R networks is in a restriction placed on the nodes in SRW network to have links with

limited number of other nodes due to agents having connections only to their neighbors. The

additional links that are added depend on the speed the agents can move or diffuse in space.

The SRW agents need to have the ability to reach any node in the system with a single

step up to the size of the space; thereby, creating a network similar to E-R. The following

conclusions can be drown from this experiment about SRW built networks:

• The type of the degree distribution of the SRW network does not depend on the

velocity of agents despite the differences in the topologies.

• The degree distribution matches the degree distribution of a similar random E-R

network and Poisson Distribution.

• The network node clustering is higher in SRW network compared to E-R networks.

• The average shortest paths and the diameters of the SRW and the E-R networks

are similar in the system where the velocities of agents are comparable to the size

of the space.

• The diameter and the average shortest path of the SRW network of slow moving

agents is 2 to 3 times the value of E-R graphs.

The experiments with agent velocities above the neighboring distance are represented by

Figure 4.7. Increasing velocity of agents allows them to collect more new connections until

their memory runs out. The other reason for stabilization of the distribution is the possibility

of agents to jump into locations where there are already known neighbors added to their

connection lists.

Next, we discuss experiments with agents of variable velocities. Figure 4.8 presents

differences in the degree distributions and other properties of networks generated by fixed

speed agents and networks generated by agents with velocities uniformly distributed between
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Figure 4.7. The degree distributions of SRW networks generated by agents

with steps 165, 225, 265, 345, 405, 600, 900, 1100, and 1680 with the neigh-

boring distance of 100 steps and the memory at 10 steps.

Figure 4.8. The three sets of degree distributions of SRW networks gener-

ated by agents with fixed speeds and variable speeds. In the order from left to

right, the graphics are built using the following set of agent velocities: fixed

at 25 steps; variable, randomly selected between 1 and 50; fixed at 50 steps;

variable between 1 and 100; fixed at 150; variable between 100 and 200 steps.

minimum and maximum values. The figure shows three sets of degree distributions of the

networks generated by the agents having velocities from three different ranges. The first
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of each set (on left) is the degree distribution of agents with fixed speed and the second is

the degree distribution of agents with random variable speed. As seen from the figure, the

variable speed does not make the network significantly different from networks built using

agents with fixed speed. The means of degree distributions are shifted to the right with

higher degrees, as expected, as faster moving agents have greater effect on the distribution

than slow moving agents. The diameter of the networks of variable-speed agents is smaller

than the network of fixed-speed agents.

What would happen to a network if speeds of agents are not fixed or uniformly

distributed between some values, and rather disproportionately shifted towards slow or faster

moving agents? The following experiment demonstrates the noticeable change in network

topologies due to a mixed population of slow and fast walkers. We have sets of agents with

fixed velocities and start mixing them with agents that can have a variable random speed

with values drawn from the uniform distribution of numbers ranging from the fixed min value

to max value. The fast agents should connect distant parts of slower moving communities,

thus creating shortcuts in the network that can display properties similar to a small-world

network. Figure 4.9 depicts the distribution of degrees in the network built with a mixture of

3 groups of agents: fixed-speed slow moving at the minimum velocity; fixed-speed fast moving

at the maximum velocity; and fixed-speed of the average velocity between minimum and the

maximum or variable-speed agents where the speed value selected randomly from uniform

distribution between the minimum and the maximum values. As the number of experiments

was large, only significant results are presented in the figure. Specifically, the number of slow

moving agents do not contribute much to the degree distribution change while increasing the

number of fast moving agents will reshape the degree distribution substantially by adding

the long right tail. This is not the degree distribution of the network of directors of Fortune

1000 companies presented in [64], nevertheless one can see some similarity.

In prior experiments, the networks are generated by creating contacts between agents

that are located within a predetermined distance from each other. What happens if agents

avoid contact with agents that are too close to each other? There is a distance at which an
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Figure 4.9. The degree distributions of SRW networks generated by varying

the number of slow and fast moving agents. The central bell-like shape is the

case of agents with speeds uniformly distributed between the minimum value

of 1 and the maximum value of 100. Assigning the minimum speed to 2% of the

population, the degree distribution is shifted to left. If 2% of the population

has the maximum speed, the degree distribution shifts to the right. Two

percent of the population at the minimum speed and 2% at the maximum

speed produce the degree distribution depicted by the dashed dark blue line.

agent starts changing the velocity to avoid a collision with other agents by trying to move

away from them. This privacy distance is used to exclude from contacts any agents that

came into the privacy distance from each other. Each agent includes into its contact list only

agents that are in the neighborhood area and not in the privacy area. If an agent is already

in someone’s contact list and entered the privacy area, the connection can be removed or

not. The experiments did not show any significant changes in the degree distribution if links

are not created between agents coming into privacy distance from each other.

The only noticeable changes in network structures are brought by mixing populations

of fast and slow moving agents as displayed by Figure 4.10. The degree distribution of

the SRW network in the right slope is similar to Scale-Free and Power-Law distribution

networks. The mix of population of fast and slow moving agents, at least, could be partially

responsible for the properties of the many empirical networks [62]. According to [6], the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10. a) The degree distributions of SRW networks generated by

mixed population of agents with the neighboring distance of 100 steps. The

exponential and power law distribution are presented for comparison; b) Same

as a) on logarithmic scale.
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creation of graphs that are similar to empirical social networks are possible due to two

applied techniques: the addition of new agents and the preferential attachment of new

agents to the ones that have more connections. In the experiment, the role of the preferential

attachment is played by the velocity of an agent. The faster an agent is the more connections

it collects. The addition of agents is simulated by removing expiring links and adding them

back between the slow and the fast agents. As seen from the figure, the degree distribution

of SRW network is no longer similar to E-R and its right slope can be represented by the

function p(k) = k−α which is clearly visible on the logarithmic scale plot (b). The scaling

parameter can be estimated using equation

(47) α ' 1 + n

[
n∑
i=1

ln
xi

xmin − 1/2

]−1

from [84]. For these experiments, it is calculated to be between 4 and 5. The exponential

distribution is plotted on the figure also and could be a better fit for the slope than the

power law.

Lastly, the experiments that test dependency of SRW network on the agents’ memory

are presented in Figure 4.11. The increases in memory period causes a node to collect and

retain more links. While building an E − R graph, one node is selected and randomly

connected to another node. In SRW network, one node is connected to multiple nodes

in the neighborhood area. The mechanism responsible for randomly linking remote nodes

is the selection of random velocities. When the memory is short, it does not impact the

similarity of E − R and SRW distributions. However, when the memory is increased, the

SRW degree distribution depends on faster accumulation of links per node compared to the

E − R process. The agents collect more links per unit of time and reduce the size of the

network. The distribution becomes wider as can be seen on Figure 4.11. Therefore, the

increase of agent memory duration only impacts the mean and the standard deviation of the

Poisson-like degree distribution. SRW agents have, on average, higher degree nodes than

BRW , the ratio of the number of higher degree nodes to the number of lesser degree nodes

is reduced with increased agent memory.
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Figure 4.11. The degree distributions of SRW networks generated by agents

with memories set at 2, 20, 40, 80, and 160 time intervals. The agents’ ve-

locities are fixed at 5 steps and the neighboring distance set to 100 steps.

The E-R degree distribution and Poisson Distribution are presented for each

experimental network.

4.4. Biased Random Walk Networks

In this section, a bias towards an arbitrary direction is introduced for all agents. As

described in Chapter 3, a directional bias is defined implicitly by using a bias towards a

selected position in the space. The networks of the agents in BRW are generated with the

same parameters as in SRW experiments with the addition of a biased location at infinity

(maximum number for double type supported by the compiler). The probability to follow in

the direction of the bias is calculated using a ratio of agents that follow towards the biased

location at any given time. On a lattice, the probability to follow a specific direction can be

calculated using two techniques. Figure 4.12 depicts these two options. On the figure, an

agent can move from point A to point B using 2 routes: up and right or right and up. The

first method sets the probabilities at point A for an agent to move right or up to be equal.

The second method sets the probability to be proportional to the value of the projection of
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Figure 4.12. The different types of bias probability projections and their

emergent phenomenon. If agents move in the biased direction by selecting

paths with equal probability, they create congestion along the axis.

the directional vector of the biased location to the axis for which the probability is calculated

(refer to the explanation on Figure 3.12 of Chapter 3). The choice is important as it leads

to changes in the emergent behavior of the agents. In theory, it does not matter for a

single agent which side of a rectangle it takes to reach the opposite vertex. Therefore, equal

probabilities would be an acceptable rule for an agent. In multi-agent system, the selection

of equal probabilities leads to traffic congestion along the line of the biased location, as seen

in Figure 4.13 or at lines crossing (see 4.14) if two biased locations are present. When agents

are diffused along all space after a sufficiently large period of time, the network structure of

such an agent system is a similar to a semi-regular graph described in [85]. That structure

is different from a two-dimensional semi-regular structure of a network that emerges from

a system where the probability to move toward of a biased location is equally distributed

between axes of a lattice in Figure 4.15. The structures and properties of both types of

networks are presented next.

Two techniques of setting the probabilities on directions of movement toward a biased

location described above do not change the degree distribution of corresponding networks

as can be seen in Figure 4.16. The diameter of the networks indicates the differences in the
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Figure 4.13. Biased Random Walk generated with 1,000 agents started at

the center of the mesh at 93th, 210th, and 3256th time steps.

Figure 4.14. Biased Random Walk generated with 1,000 agents with 2 di-

rectional biases at 90 degrees started at the center of the mesh at 27th, 171st,

249th, and 782nd time steps.

network structures. The network of congested traffic, described by the first line of parameters

at the bottom of the figure and represented by the second bell-shaped line from right, has

the network diameter and the average shortest path two times larger than the comparable

networks of agents uniformly distributed throughout of the whole space and represented by

the first and third lines from the right. This is explained by the fact that the first network
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Figure 4.15. The flat front in the two distribution of 1,000 agents after

making 27 steps and 10,000 agents after 120 steps in random walks started at

the center of the mesh with two biased directions towards the ”north” and the

”east”.

Figure 4.16. The degree distributions ofBRW networks generated by agents

with different neighborhood distances of 100, 200, 300, 400. The line marked

as 1st method represents the case of the congested traffic network generated

by the agents with the neighboring distance set at 100.
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Figure 4.17. The degree distributions ofBRW networks generated by agents

with different neighborhood distances of 100, 200, 300, 400. The graphic

second from right is the case of the equal bias probability set on axes leading

to the biased location.

has a shape of a narrow semi-regular belt-like graph as all agents concentrate along a path

toward a bias, while the other network is in the shape a dough-nut as the surface of the

space. The 4 degree distributions, the first, second, third, and fifth bell corresponding to

the networks built using the second method of setting the biased probabilities, were created

with the different neighboring distances at 100, 200, 300, and 400 distance units. The

network corresponding to the congested traffic of Figure 4.13 has a number of links similar

to the networks represented by the first and third graphics of Figure 4.16 from the right and

generated with the neighboring distances between 300 and 400 units.

For the next experiment depicted by Figure 4.17 the ratio of agents that follow in

the biased direction at every time step is set to 50%, which means that the other 50% are

in SRW walk. As can be seen from the figure, the differences between the SRW and BRW
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networks are in the following. The BRW networks, compared to the SRW networks, have

a smaller mean of the degree distribution, a smaller standard deviation indicated by the

narrower bell, and a smaller node clustering . This can be explained by the fact that the

agents in BRW spend less time wandering around in all directions and connecting with

others, and more time moving on parallel path. Although, the degree distributions are

similar the underlying networks change at a different pace. In BRW , the agents keep their

connections for longer as the connections to current neighbors are being refreshed. Figure

4.18 presents the changes in the BRW networks due to the increase of the bias probabilities.

Starting from SRW with no bias and finishing with a deterministic walk in biased direction,

the built networks become more sparse, less clustered, and grow in diameter. The results

of the other experiments that test dependency of a BRW network on the speed, memory,

and concentration of agents are similar to those presented for SRW . The differences are in

the sparseness of links and not in the topology of the networks (see Figures 4.19, 4.20). The

last graphics from the right on both figures are the SRW networks of agents at speed set at

200 (a) and at memory value of 320 (b). Comparing the results of the experiments of this

section, one can notice that the change in bias probabilities results in similar transformations

of the degree distribution due to the change in the memory span of the agents. The further

increase of the percentage of agents in each subgroup of agents causes the degree distribution

to have multiple peaks. Each peak presents the mean of the corresponding group of agents,

slow and fast. The percentage of the populations at which the camel-like structure of the

degree distribution is noticeably visible is different for each different type of walk. Figure

4.21 shows how the network structure changes when a bias is introduced into SRW .

4.5. Correlated Random Walk Networks

The CRW with same parameters as SRW should generate a similar network with

the degree distribution shifted to the right. The agents maintaining their speed and direc-

tion accumulate new connections faster. In fact, the CRW network should resemble the

SRW network generated by agents with higher velocities. Figure 4.22 (a) demonstrates this

conjecture. There are three generated networks: CRW with agent speed at 10 and the other
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Figure 4.18. The degree distributions ofBRW networks generated by agents

with different biased probabilities. The first graphic in the list represents the

SRW network. With the introduction of a bias toward a location at practical

infinity and with an increase of the probability to move in the direction of the

bias, the degree distribution shifts to low mean values. The properties of the

networks presented for the ratios of agents that follows the biased direction

are set at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.

two by SRW with speed of 10 and 13.4 units. As shown, the SRW with different speed

approximates the CRW and generates a network with similar parameters. The parameters

of CRW network are similar to the parameters of SRW networks with agents’ speeds at 13

and 14 units in case (a) and at 13.4 units in case of (b). The CRW network has around

10% more mean degree agents and around 2− 3% shorter average shortest path. The next

Figure 4.22(b) represents the change in the CRW network parameters due to an increase

of the probability to correlate. Starting with SRW and increasing the correlation proba-

bility by 0.2 points we finish with complete correlated movement. The network shrinks in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19. The degree distributions of BRW networks generated by vary-

ing agent speed (a) and agent memory (b). (a) The velocities are set to 10, 50,

100, 150, and 200. (b) memories set at 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 time intervals.

The agents’ velocities are fixed at 5 steps.
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Figure 4.20. The degree distributions of BRW networks of slow and fast

moving agents: uniform distribution of speeds; 2% slow; 2% fast, 2% slow and

2% fast; SRW with 2% slow and 2% fast agents.

diameter, increases the clustering, and its degree distribution shifts towards higher degrees

and negligibly increases the standard deviation. With an increase of the agents’ speed the

differences become more substantial. The influence of agent speeds on the characteristics of

the network is similar for CRW and SRW . With a speed increase, the networks become

more dense and shrink in size without loosing the characteristics of a random graph. This

tendency is terminated due to the restriction set on the agents’ memory capacities and the

influence of the periodic border conditions. Figure 4.23 presents this findings which are sim-

ilar to results of the experiments on SRW . The SRW walk is presented by the second blue

bell from the right. One noticeable difference is the fluctuation of the degree distribution

close to the mean maximum. Such fluctuations are higher for CRW than for SRW and

BRW . This is due to the fact that CRW walk requires more simulated runs to smooth the
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Figure 4.21. The change of network parameters with introduction of a bias

into a SRW system of slow and fast moving agents: 3% slow and the rest have

assigned speed uniformly distributed between 1 and 200.

averaged degree distribution compare to SRW and BRW . The other fact of the shifts of the

bells at higher agent velocities is due to the periodic border conditions and the degree values

may not correctly represent the agent connections at such speeds. The dependency of the

CRW network parameters on the assignment of different speeds to agent population groups

has a similar tendency as for SRW and BRW . Figure 4.24 presents these parameters and

the degree distribution functions. However, the figure presents only changes for the same

type of the walks. The next figure [4.25] demonstrates the parameters of the network for

the same distribution of velocities and different types of walks. Specifically, in this experi-

ment, three groups of agents were present: 2% of agents with minimum speed, 2% of agents

with maximum speed, and the rest of agents have speed randomly selected from a uniform

distribution of values between minimum and maximum speed. How such a change impacts
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22. (a) The degree distributions from CRW at 10 units step size

and SRW at 10, 13, and 14 unit step size. (b) The degree distributions from

CRW at 10 units step size and SRW at 10 and 13.4 unit step size.
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Figure 4.23. The degree distributions resulting from CRW at different agent

speed values: 10, 30, 90, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400.

diffusion properties of the network will be discussed in the next sections. Before turning into

epidemiological properties of the generated network, a few more experiments are presented

here. It has been show that the degree distribution of all network generated by homogeneous

population of agents corresponds to the degree distribution of a random E − R graphs. To

display how other properties of networks such as the average shortest path, the network

clustering coefficient, and the mean degree depend on agents’ behaviors, the data gathered

at the top level loop of Algorithm 4. Figure 4.26 presents the average shortest path ASP ,

the network clustering coefficient NCC (a), and the mean node degree (b) as functions of

agents’ velocity.

4.6. Epidemiological Outcome of Different Types of Random Walk

In prior sections, the influence of the different configurations of the system of agents

in random walks on the properties and structures of the interaction network was investigated.

The reason behind that work is in the abilities to predict and to affect the propagation of

diseases along the links of such interaction graphs. With the use of the methods developed
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Figure 4.24. The degree distributions from CRW of three groups of agents:

slow, fast, and with random speed between minimum and maximum values.

At the beginning, all agents belong to the third group with random speed.

Then, some number of agents are assigned to the slow or the fast group. The

4 graphics represent the 4 experiments: 1) 0% of slow and fast agents; 2) 2%

of slow and 0% of fast agents; 3) 0% of slow and 2% of fast agents; 4) 2% slow

and 2% fast agents.

in Graph Theory, it is not difficult to achieve the goal. The right interaction network in

hands of epidemiologists is the sufficient condition for the successful solution of the task.

However, epidemics evolve on specific networks of the past and are not present anymore

and may never be repeated in the future. Finding the right network, or more practically,

the type of network for an evolving epidemic and the possibility of changing the outcome

through adjustment of the mobility patterns of agents is the final goal of the experiments

presented in this section. Next, the characteristics and parameters of an epidemic for specific

types of agent walks are presented. The differences and relationships between epidemics in

the dynamic agent system and on a single interaction network generated by such a system

are discussed for each experiment.
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Figure 4.25. The degree distributions from SRW , BRW , and CRW of three

groups of agents: 2% of slow, 2% of fast, and the rest have speed randomly

selected between minimum and maximum values where vmin = 10 and vmax =

120.

Figure 4.27 presents the epidemic in the agent system during SRW and the epidemic

on the resultant networks. It shows the number of Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered

agents during the run time of the simulation. The latency period is set to 10 and the infectious

period is set to 100 steps on average. For each agent, these periods deviate randomly from

the average. The percent of deviation is set to 30 for the latent period and 20 for infectious

period. The graphics shown are averaged over multiple runs. The number of simulated

runs was set to 10. This value is more than enough for the graph to be converged into a

stable distribution. The number of simulated runs can be reduced when the Chi− squared

test is satisfied for consecutive experiments. However, to reduce run time the number of

experiments was set as constant. As seen from the figure, the epidemics on the network run

faster and take a shorter period of time than the epidemics in the dynamic agent system.

To have a clear picture of epidemics on multiple networks and in different systems, graphics
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26. The average shortest path ASP , the network clustering coeffi-

cient NCC (a), and MEAN node degree (b) as functions of agents’ velocities

for SRW , BRW , and CRW walks.
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Figure 4.27. The results of epidemic simulations in the agent system during

SRW and on resulting networks. The data is averaged over multiple epidemic

simulations. On average, the epidemic on networks runs faster and takes a

shorter period of time.

such as Susceptible and Recovered, are cleared from the next figures. Figure 4.28 presents

the change in epidemics due to change in the type of walk. The epidemics on networks for

the all types of walks run faster and take shorter periods of time. The epidemics on the

SRW system run slower than in the CRW system and faster than in the BRW system.

The lower clustering coefficient of BRW networks and the maintenance of the same links

longer play a role in slowing down the epidemics in the BRW system. On the other hand,

the faster accumulation of new links during CRW shortens the network and speeds up the

epidemic. The epidemics on networks can be adjusted to correctly represent epidemics in the

agent walk simulation. Lines 1 and 5 representing the epidemic on the network generated by

SRW agents and the agents in CRW are a match to each other. The next two figures 4.29

show how the epidemic slows down when: 1) the agents change their speed from a randomly

selected value between min and max to the constant average speed of the min and the max
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Figure 4.28. The results of epidemic simulations in the agent system during

SRW , BRW , CRW , and on resulting networks. The epidemic on all type

networks on average runs faster and takes shorter periods of time. The epi-

demics in the SRW system are faster and run slightly longer than in the BRW

system and the CRW system has faster epidemics than the SRW system.

values; and 2) the concentrations of slow and fast agents are reduced by 2%.

The most noticeable difference between epidemics in the agent system and on the

networks it generates is in the experiments with agent memory. The memory of an agent

causes the accumulation of more connections with other agents, thus increasing density of the

network. However, the agent walk is not changed and the frequency of new encounters stays

the same. Therefore, the epidemic in the agent system stays the same, while the epidemic

on the resulting networks accelerate, This can be seen in Figure 4.30.

The dependency of an epidemic on an agent’s speed of movement is presented by

Figure 4.31. Due to the fact that simulated epidemics consume all agent population, the only

parameter that can give a meaningful description of an epidemic is the standard deviation

of the number of infected agents from its maximum value. We abbreviate it as the epidemic
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1) 2)

Figure 4.29. 1) The epidemics slows down when the agents change the speed

from a random variable value between min and max to the constant average

of min and max value. 2) The epidemics speeds up when 2% of the agent

population switches from randomly selecting speed to min speed and the other

2% select constant max speed.

Figure 4.30. The dependency of the epidemic on the memory of agents in

SRW to maintain connections. The memory values are: 10, 20, 40, and 80.
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Figure 4.31. The dependency of the epidemic on speed of agents in SRW .

The velocities of agents are: 5, 15, 35, and 60.

standard deviation (ESD). Figure 4.32(a) describe how the ESD changes with the change

of agents’ velocities. The curve fitting can be done using polynomial regression. Then the

parameters of an epidemic in an agent system can be approximated using the parameters of

the epidemics on the corresponding networks. The complex dependencies such as presented

by Figure 4.32(a) are left for the future work. Here we only demonstrate how it can be done

using a linear regression [56] on the data generated using CRW . Figure 4.32(b) presents the

dependency of the ESD in the agent system and on the generated networks on the probability

to correlate with the calculated lines of regression. The line of regression y = a + bx ± ε

approximates an epidemic, where y represents the ESD and x - the probability to correlate

Pc. Therefore, an epidemic in the agent system can be expressed through the parameters of

an epidemic on a network using the following formula

(48) ya = aa +
ba
bn

(yn − an)± ε

where subscripts a and n stand for agent system and network. The next figures (4.33)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.32. The dependency of the epidemics on the speed of agents (a)

and on the probability to correlate in SRW , BRW , and CRW and on the

corresponding networks. Figure (b) presents the calculated lines of regression

with their parameters and the standard error.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.33. The dependency of the ESD on the memory of agents (a) and

on their biased probability (b) in the agent system and on the corresponding

networks..

present two more experiments that produce dependency of the ESD on agent’s memory and

the biased probability. There are many more experiments conducted and can be produced.

We stop the presentation of experiments at this point and make conclusions about the

produced results and discuss the direction of the future work.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work represents the first steps in our study to find the interplay between the

moving behavior of agents and the structures of the resulting connectivity networks. It

is interesting to note that the diffusion equation is derived with a single walker in mind.

However, it works well and describes the diffusion process of many statistical systems. This

means that mathematical formalism can predict the behavior of a whole system by defining

the behavior of an individual agent. Analytical solutions are difficult for the generation of

networks through the definition of behavior of a single agent, but this does not mean that

formulas are impossible. Is it possible that simulation of random processes and deviations

from them will lead to such mathematical discoveries? There are still many unanswered

questions discussed in this dissertation that should be addressed in future works and use

more complex types of Random Walks to experiment with. The results presented here are

encouraging as they agree with simple analytical solutions and with our insights about the

concept of controlling agent connectivity networks through parameters of individuals’ walks.

The main results of this work are summarized. First, the computational framework

has been built for discoveries of agent-based population network structures, the evolution

of their properties, and running epidemiological simulations on such networks. The future

development of the proposed agent-based random walk model can provide a great contribu-

tion to the visualization of complex processes. Many ideas can come from seeing a process

in evolution. One of the reasons for the agent-based modeling being so popular is the ability

to tackle hard problems by describing complex systems through simple rules of their com-

ponents. All modules of this framework (agent, network, presentation, and epidemiological)

run in real time; thereby, giving the user not only a view of the emergent behavior of agents,

but also dynamically calculating and presenting properties of the evolving system. Many

architectural and computational tasks has been solved to employ parallel processing, mul-

titasking, 3-D and 2-D visualization, geometrical transformations, collision detection, graph
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processing, event handling, and more.

Second, it has been shown that the different types of random walks caused different

transformations in the resulting network structures. For example, the introduction of a bias

in one direction into the agent community in SRW increases the diameter of the connectivity

network. The properties of the degree distribution of the same type network change and there

are the type transformations as well. The degree distribution of the network of agents in

SRW was changed from a Poisson-like function into a right fat-tailed distribution with the

presence of a power-law or an exponential region. The presence of a power-law regions in

the degree distribution was not only due to random walk type changes, but also may due to

different definitions of a contact between two agents, also it is not that obvious.

We discovered the different behaviors of epidemics on the generated networks. The

main conclusion is that the completely random behavior of agents produces an average epi-

demic compared to BRW and CRW modes. The BRW causes the epidemics to run longer,

while the CRW shortens the life of the epidemic. Note that the epidemics in the experi-

ments consume all population individuals. There was no investigation of the conditions when

changes in the types of walk would create a different sized epidemic or turn the epidemic into

an endemic. Such epidemiological behavior of the system was present in some experiments;

however, we left such questions for the future work.

The last conclusion is related to the differences in the epidemics in the actual agent-

based system and the network it generated. On average, epidemics on a network run faster

than in the agent-based simulations. During the random walk simulation, the contact net-

work on which the epidemic evolves is in constant change. Links are being created and

dropped. Therefore, the epidemic during the simulation of agents’ walks propagates on

many different connectivity networks. During a simulation, some infected agents may tem-

porarily lose some connections and cannot transmit a pathogen, while every node in the

generated network has a fixed set of connections. We can relate such a process to the phys-

ical phenomenon of superconductivity. The heat causes the increase in vibration of atoms

in the crystal lattice and disruptions in the energy fields making it harder for electrons to
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pass through the cells by destroying superconductivity and increasing resistance. One of the

question for the future is to find out how much change in the evolution of an epidemic is

caused by the increase in fluctuations of a network during an agent walk simulation. The

physics phenomenon suggests the existence of critical values of such fluctuations that would

indicate phase transitions in epidemiological networks and the increase of the resistance to

propagations of pathogens of contact networks.

This work explored the most basic types of random walk (SRW , BRW , CRW , and

BCRW ) with global stationary biased directions and locations. The random walk networks

are, in fact, similar to random graphs simply in degree distribution. One of the possible

experiments would be to generate a random graph with connections selected not from all

populations, but rather from specific subpopulations assigned to each node. Still, we had a

few emergent behaviors of agent population in BRW when a rule to select a path to follow

toward a biased direction was changed (see Figure 4.12 of Chapter 4). In one case, we had an

even distribution of agent across a lattice and in the other case there was a traffic congestion

along lines on which the biased locations were defined. The possibilities for creating dynamic

and more complex BCRW walks are almost endless. The CRW meaning can be extended

to have correlation with the movement of other agents. It can be achieved by calculating

averaged direction and step size of all neighbors. More general case of BRW will be when a

bias changes in value with time and in direction. Varying only these parameters (bias and

correlation) already produces very interesting patterns in agent movements and gatherings.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 present just a few examples of such walks. As seen from those pictures,

the system behaves as a cybernetic organism due to the introduction of feedback into the

model through the dependency of walkers on each other. In Figure 5.1 (A), we can see

a gathering of agents when a bias toward a mass center of close neighbors is introduced.

In the other picture (B), the correlation is added to follow in the direction of the average

movement of the neighboring agents. As we can see, the gathering pattern is broken and the

new one appeared. The agents gathered into three groups: snake-like pattern, ring pattern,

and cloud-like pattern. Figure 5.2 depicts the differences in agent gathering when a bias or
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1. Forms of agent gathering during a biased (toward the mass cen-

ter) and a correlated (with average move of neighbors) random walks of agents.

a correlation prevails in the agent movement. The generation of the network in such cases

presents a challenge as the network is broken into separate unstable components constantly

merging and separating from each other. The simulations of a disease spreading produces

diverse epidemic sizes and duration times. The epidemic could turn into an endemic or

quickly die. More intense research is needed to find behavioral patterns or extract useful

information out of the results.

One of the very intriguing question is what is the difference in network structure and

the aggregate behavior of agents if they follow a leader compared to following a group of

neighbors? In one case, a network can exhibit a hierarchical structure and, in the other,

it may just be a semi-periodic graph. The hierarchical structure network will lead to fast

epidemics. Replacing one behavior for the other can preserve the same emergent property

of the system while changing the outcome of an epidemic. The answer to such a question

could give a solution to other questions such as the cause of some behaviors of people, such

as a hidden plan or just a random coincidence.

In recent articles in Nature [59],[50] the authors emphasize the role of finding influ-

encer nodes and how deleting them can lead to destruction (or at least radical change) of

a complex network. Such knowledge can give people the ability to terminate the spread
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2. Forms of agent gathering during a change in bias and correlation

parameters of random walks. The first random walk example shows case with

more bias and less correlation in the walks of the agents and the second one

with more correlation and less bias.

of pathogens in populations. Similar goals can be pursued by the future works. It would

be highly beneficial for epidemiological applications to create disruptions in network con-

nectivities through changes in the parameters of agent walks that generate them. Finding

influencer nodes and knowing the properties of corresponding agents provides knowledge for

controlling the epidemics.

The system of moving particles was used to generate social networks [37], as was

already discussed earlier. One of the properties that causes the preferential connection is

the growing speed of some agents. As the methodology presented in this dissertation defines

network through a walk and not just through a collision, we cannot accept the same rule for

an increase in an agent’s speed. However, it would be interesting to find out how different

rules for the speed change will impact the properties of generated networks. For example,

a collision can reduce an agent’s kinetic energy, while a period of inactivity may increase

it. When agents collide, they may exchange their energy. The rules of exchange can be

random; agents with higher energy gives and with low energy accepts; and vice versa. All

such scenarios are waiting to be investigated.
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In the presented research, there was no experiment with heterogeneous populations

which is an important property in any social group. In future research, the influence of

different random walk type population subgroups on each other through the correlation of

movements can be investigated. One of the research questions to raise is the dependency of

epidemiological results on the population sizes of different type walkers. The other question

to ask is how the speed of an epidemic depends on the initial placement of a pathogen in

different subgroups.

The exact recreation of empirical epidemiological networks is a very hard task to

accomplish. It can be done only for specific cases and scenarios, such as the transmission of

a pathogen through sexual-contact networks, in which the recollection of contacts is theo-

retically possible and the probability to transmit the virus through a contact is practically

certain. In all other cases, especially when the transmission can occur through an accidental

contact and the incubation period is long, the actual network cannot be determined. In this

case, the only solution is to approximate the network through a parametric generation in

such a way that the epidemic on that network will have the same properties as an actual

epidemic. The methodology for network generation of actual epidemics would be invaluable

for specialists and scientists. I hope this proposed work will provide important contribution

to epidemiological studies of disease propagation.
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APPENDIX

NOTATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND DEFINITIONS
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I have added few definitions to make meanings precise and unambiguous. The word

agent in this work does not mean an intelligent autonomous object reacting to changing

environment, making timely decisions, or a software modeling of such behavior. We refer to

an agent as a moving object which can represent a person or an animal or non-living matter

such as an atom or a molecule. The word agent makes it easy to visualize the model and

create a mental connection with the real world. The words agent and object can be used

interchangeably in this context as there are no logical algorithms or properties of the system

that would differentiate the meanings of those words. Direction of movement and velocities

of all objects in the computational system are determined only by random variables whose

values are drawn from some probability distributions.

The word step means velocity. We use a discrete and fixed unit of time which is set

to 1. Therefore, the step vector that represent the direction and the distance an object needs

to displaced from some position in space describes the velocity of an object as well.

We started to build our model as an object-oriented event driven system to represent

an environment of truly autonomous agents walking in 3D space and making decisions at

every time slot. However, practically it is not yet feasible to run this type of simulations, even

on multi-core processor servers with hundreds gigabytes of memory. The system on which

the experiments are run is an agent simulation model with basic C-program-like code. Even

so, we skip word the simulation and will refer to our model still as an Agent Based Model.

The word bias used in some places does not exactly follow the normal sense and

can mean a computational object that represent properties and functionalities of the model

related to the generation of a specific bias, preference, or dependency in the movement of

agents. It can reference a point in space towards which an agent exhibits a biased movement,

like in the following statement: an agent moves towards another bias.
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